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Abstract

We introduce a class of quantum integrable systems generalizing the Gaudin model. The corresponding
algebras of quantum Hamiltonians are obtained as quotients of the center of the enveloping algebra of an
affine Kac–Moody algebra at the critical level, extending the construction of higher Gaudin Hamiltonians
from B. Feigin et al. (1994) [17] to the case of non-highest weight representations of affine algebras. We
show that these algebras are isomorphic to algebras of functions on the spaces of opers on P1 with regular
as well as irregular singularities at finitely many points. We construct eigenvectors of these Hamiltonians,
using Wakimoto modules of critical level, and show that their spectra on finite-dimensional representations
are given by opers with trivial monodromy. We also comment on the connection between the generalized
Gaudin models and the geometric Langlands correspondence with ramification.
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1. Introduction

Quantum integrable systems associated to simple Lie algebras are sometimes best under-
stood in terms of the corresponding affine Kac–Moody algebras. A case in point is the Gaudin
model [29]. Let us recall the setup (see, e.g., [17,22]): for each simple Lie algebra g there is
a collection of commuting quadratic Gaudin Hamiltonians Ξi , i = 1, . . . ,N , in U(g)⊗N , defined
for any set of N distinct complex numbers z1, . . . , zN . A natural question is to find a maximal
commutative subalgebra of U(g)⊗N containing Ξi , i = 1, . . . ,N . It turns out that such a subalge-
bra may be constructed with the help of the affine Kac–Moody algebra ĝ, which is the universal
central extension of the formal loop algebra g((t)). The completed universal enveloping algebra
Ũκc ( ĝ ) of the affine Kac–Moody algebra at the critical level contains a large center [16,20]. It
was shown in [17] (see also [22]) that the sought-after commutative algebra, called the Gaudin
algebra in [22], may be obtained as a quotient of the center of Ũκc ( ĝ ), using the spaces of
conformal blocks of ĝ-modules. In particular, the quadratic Segal–Sugawara central elements of
Ũκc ( ĝ ) give rise to the quadratic Gaudin Hamiltonians, whereas higher order central elements of
Ũκc ( ĝ ) give rise to higher order generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians.

The center Z( ĝ ) of Ũκc ( ĝ ) has been described in [16,20], where it was shown that Z( ĝ )

is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the space of LG-opers on the punctured disc (for
an introduction to this subject, see [25]). Here LG is the group of inner automorphisms of the
Langlands dual Lie algebra of Lg (whose Cartan matrix is the transpose of the Cartan matrix
of g). The notion of opers has been introduced by A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld in [7] (following
an earlier work [10]). Roughly speaking, a LG-oper on X is a principal LG-bundle on the punc-
tured disc (or a smooth complex curve), equipped with a connection and a reduction to a Borel
subgroup of LG, satisfying a certain transversality condition with respect to the connection (we
recall the precise definition in Section 4 below).

This description of the center was used in [22] to show that the Gaudin algebra is in fact
isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the space of LG-opers on P

1 with regular singularities
at the points z1, . . . , zN and ∞. This implies that the joint eigenvalues of the Gaudin algebra on
any module M1 ⊗· · ·⊗MN over U(g)⊗N are encoded by opers on P

1 with regular singularities.

1.1. Non-highest weight representations and irregular singularities

In this paper we pursue further the connection between affine Kac–Moody algebras and quan-
tum integrable systems. Recall from [17,22] that the action of the Gaudin algebra on the tensor
product M1 ⊗· · ·⊗MN of g-modules comes about via its realization as the space of coinvariants
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of the tensor product of the induced modules M1, . . . ,MN over ĝκc of critical level, where we

use the notation M = Ind
ĝκc

g�t �⊕C1 M .
The notion of the space of coinvariants (which is the dual space to the so-called space of con-

formal blocks) comes from conformal field theory (see, e.g., [26] for a general definition). More
precisely, we consider the curve P

1 with the marked points z1, . . . , zN and ∞. We attach the ĝκc -
modules M1, . . . ,MN to the points z1, . . . , zN and another ĝκc -module M∞ = Indg⊗tC�t �⊕C1 C

to the point ∞. The corresponding space of coinvariants is isomorphic to M1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ MN . It is
shown in [17,22] that the center Z( ĝ ) acts on this space by functoriality, and its action factors
through the Gaudin subalgebra of U(g)⊗N .

In this construction the ĝκc -modules Mi satisfy an important property: they are highest weight
modules (provided that the Mi ’s are highest weight g-modules; in general, Mi is generated by
vectors annihilated by the Lie subalgebra g ⊗ tC�t � ⊂ ĝκc ). The representation theory of affine
Kac–Moody algebras has up to now almost exclusively been concerned with highest weight
representations, such as Verma modules, Weyl modules and their irreducible quotients.

But these are by far not the most general representations of ĝκc . It is more meaningful to con-
sider a larger category of all smooth representations. Those are generated by vectors annihilated
by the Lie subalgebra g ⊗ tNC�t � for some N ∈ Z+.

The main question that we address in this paper is the following:

What quantum integrable systems correspond to non-highest weight representations?

It is instructive to consider the following analogy: highest weight representations are like
differential equations with the mildest possible singularities, namely, regular singularities, while
non-highest weight representations are like equations with irregular singularities. Actually, this
is much more than an analogy. The point is that the action of the center Z( ĝ ) on the spaces
of coinvariants corresponding to non-highest weight representations of ĝκc factors through the
algebra of functions on the space of opers on P

1 with irregular singularities at z1, . . . , zN and ∞.
The order of the pole at each point is determined by the “depth” of the corresponding ĝκc -module:
if it is generated by vectors annihilated by the Lie subalgebra g ⊗ tNC�t �, then the order of the
pole at this point is less than or equal to N . This may be summarized by the following diagram:

highest weight
representations

←→ opers with regular
singularities

non-highest weight
representations

←→ opers with irregular
singularities

Motivated by this picture, we call the corresponding quantum integrable systems the gener-
alized Gaudin models with irregular singularities. Their classical limits may be identified with
a class of Hitchin integrable systems on the moduli spaces of bundles on P

1 with level structures
at the points z1, . . . , zN ,∞ and with Higgs fields having singularities at those points of orders
equal to the orders of the level structures. Classical integrable systems of this type have been
considered in [2,6,9,12,37].

Thus, using non-highest weight representations, we obtain more general spaces of coinvari-
ants (and conformal blocks) than those considered previously. At the critical level this yields
interesting commutative subalgebras and quantum integrable systems, and away from the critical
level, interesting systems of differential equations.
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In particular, the Knizhnik–Zamolodchikov (KZ) equations may be obtained as the differen-
tial equations on the conformal blocks associated to highest weight representations of ĝ away
from the critical level (see, e.g., [17]). On the other hand, there is a flat connection constructed
by J. Millson and V. Toledano Laredo [36,52], and, independently, C. De Concini (unpublished;
a closely related connection was also considered in [18]). Following [4], we will call it the DMT
connection. We expect that this connection may also be obtained from a system of differen-
tial equations on the conformal blocks, but associated to non-highest weight representations
of ĝ, away from the critical level. An indication that this is the case comes from the work of
P. Boalch [4], in which the quasi-classical limit of the DMT connection was related to certain
isomonodromy equations, and the paper [3] where it was shown that isomonodromy equations of
this type often arise as quasi-classical limits of equations on conformal blocks (for example, the
so-called Schlesinger isomonodromy equations arise in the quasi-classical limit of the KZ equa-
tions, see [43]). We hope that our results on the generalized Gaudin models will help elucidate
the relation between the DMT connection and conformal field theory.

1.2. The shift of argument subalgebra and the DMT Hamiltonians

What are the simplest Gaudin models with irregular singularities? They are obtained by allow-
ing regular singularities at all but one point, where we allow a pole of order two. It is convenient
to take ∞ ∈ P

1 as this special point. The corresponding Gaudin algebra is then a commutative
subalgebra of U(g)⊗N ⊗ S(g), where S(g) is the symmetric algebra of g. Here S(g) arises as
the universal enveloping algebra of the commutative Lie algebra g ⊗ tC�t �/t2

C�t �. This alge-

bra naturally acts on the simplest non-highest weight ĝ-module Ind
ĝκc

g⊗t2C�t �⊕C1
C attached to the

point ∞ (by endomorphisms commuting with the action of ĝκc ). We may then specialize this
algebra at a point χ ∈ g∗ = SpecS(g). As the result, we obtain a commutative subalgebra of
U(g)⊗N depending on χ ∈ g∗.

Recently, this algebra has been constructed by L. Rybnikov [45], using the results of [16,20]
on the center at the critical level and the method of [17]. Thus, the construction of [45] is essen-
tially equivalent to our construction, applied in this special case.

Consider in particular the case when N = 1. Then the corresponding Gaudin algebra, which
we denote by Aχ , is a subalgebra of U(g). It was shown in [45] that for regular semi-simple χ the
algebra Aχ is a quantization of the “shift of argument” subalgebra Aχ of the associated graded
algebra S(g) = grU(g) (we show below that this is true for all regular χ ). The subalgebra Aχ ,
introduced by A.S. Mishchenko and A.T. Fomenko in [38] (see also [35]), is the Poisson com-
mutative subalgebra of3 S(g) = Fung∗ generated by the derivatives of all orders in the direction
of χ of all elements of Invg∗ = (Fung∗)g, the algebra of invariants in Fung∗. The algebra Aχ is
the quantization of Aχ in the sense that gr Aχ = Aχ .

We note that the problem of quantization of Aχ was posed by E.B. Vinberg [53]. Such a quan-
tization has been previously constructed for g of classical types in [42] (using twisted Yangians)
and for g = sln in [50] (using the symmetrization map) and [8] (using explicit formulas).4

Our general results on the structure of the Gaudin algebras identify Aχ with the algebra of
functions on the space OpLG(P1)π(−χ) of LG-opers on P

1 with regular singularity at 0 ∈ P
1 and

irregular singularity, of order 2, at ∞ ∈ P
1, with the most singular term −χ (where χ is any

3 Here and below, for an affine algebraic variety Z we denote by FunZ the algebra of regular functions on Z.
4 In [46] it was shown that, if it exists, a quantization Aχ is unique for generic χ .
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regular element of g∗). This means that a joint generalized eigenvalue of the quantum shift of
argument subalgebra Aχ ⊂ U(g), for regular semi-simple χ , on any g-module is encoded by
a point in OpLG(P1)π(−χ).

Note that Aχ is a graded subalgebra of Fung∗ with respect to the standard grading, so we
have Aχ = ⊕

i�0 Aχ,i . It is easy to see that the degree 1 piece Aχ,1 is the Cartan subalgebra
h ⊂ g (realized as degree one polynomial functions on g∗) which is the centralizer of χ . The
degree two piece Aχ,2 was determined in [53]: it is spanned by elements of the form

T γ (χ) =
∑

α∈�+

(α, γ )(α,α)

(α,χ)
eαfα, γ ∈ h∗,

where α ∈ �+ is the set of positive roots of g with respect to a Borel subalgebra b containing h,
and eα ∈ gα , fα ∈ g−α are generators of an sl2 triple corresponding to α (we also use in this
formula an inner product on h∗ corresponding to a non-degenerate invariant inner product on g).
Since we could not find the proof of this result in the literature, we show that the elements T γ (χ)

indeed belong to Aχ in Section 3.7.
Let now Tγ (χ) be the element of U(g) given by the formula

Tγ (χ) = 1

2

∑
α∈�+

(α, γ )(α,α)

(α,χ)
(eαfα + fαeα), γ ∈ h∗, (1.1)

so that the symbol of Tγ (χ) is equal to T γ (χ). These operators coincide with the connection
operators of the DMT flat connection on hreg 
 h∗

reg mentioned above. The flatness of this con-
nection implies that these operators commute in U(g). Thus, we obtain that the quadratic part of
the Poisson commutative algebra Aχ may be quantized by the DMT operators. It then follows
from the results of [51] that Aχ is a maximal commutative subalgebra of U(g) containing h and
the operators Tγ (χ).

To summarize, we find that the commutative algebra corresponding to the ordinary Gaudin
model, and the quantum shift of argument subalgebra Aχ , arise as special cases of the general
construction of Gaudin models with irregular singularities that we propose in this paper. In par-
ticular, the Gaudin operators and the DMT operators arise as the quadratic generators of the
corresponding generalized Gaudin algebras.

Note that they both come from flat holomorphic connections, the KZ connection and the DMT
connection, respectively. As shown in [52], the KZ and DMT connections are dual to each other
in the case of glN . Therefore it is natural to expect that the corresponding Gaudin algebras are
also dual in this case (some results in this direction are obtained in [39]). We hope to discuss this
question elsewhere.

1.3. Diagonalizing quantum Hamiltonians

The next step is to consider the problem of diagonalization of the generalized Gaudin algebras
on various representations.

For example, given a g-module M , we can try to find joint eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the
algebra Aχ acting on M , where χ is a regular semi-simple. We know from the above description
of the spectrum that each joint eigenvalue of Aχ on any g-module is encoded by a LG-oper on
P

1 which belongs to OpLG(P1)π(−χ). However, we would like to know which LG-opers may
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be realized on a given g-module. For example, we show that if M is generated by a highest
weight vector (for example, if M is a Verma module), then the LG-opers arising from the joint
eigenvalues on M have a fixed residue at the point 0 ∈ P

1 which is determined by the highest
weight (this is similar to what happens in the Gaudin model, see [22]).

The most interesting case is when M is an irreducible finite-dimensional g-module. It was
proved in [22] that in the case of the Gaudin model the joint eigenvalues of the Gaudin algebra
on the tensor product of finite-dimensional irreducible g-modules are encoded by the LG-opers
on P

1 with regular singularities at z1, . . . , zN and ∞, with prescribed residues at those points
(determined by the highest weights of our modules), and with trivial monodromy. Moreover, it
was conjectured in [22] that this sets up a bijection between the joint spectrum of the Gaudin
algebra on this tensor product and this space of opers. This conjecture was motivated by the
geometric Langlands correspondence (see below).

By applying the same argument in the irregular case, we show that the eigenvalues of Aχ

(for a regular semi-simple χ ) on an irreducible finite-dimensional g-module Vλ are encoded by
LG-opers on P

1 with irregular singularity of order 2 with the most singular term −χ at ∞, with
regular singularity with residue λ at 0 and trivial monodromy.

Let OpLG(P1)λπ(−χ) be the set of such opers. Then we obtain an injective map from the joint

spectrum of Aχ on Vλ to OpLG(P1)λπ(−χ). We conjecture that this map is a bijection for any
regular semi-simple χ (we also give a multi-point generalization of this conjecture). We expect
that for generic χ the algebra Aχ is diagonalizable on Vλ and has simple spectrum (this has been
proved in [45] for g = sln). If this is so, then our conjecture would imply that there exists an
eigenbasis of Aχ in a g-module Vλ parameterized by the monodromy-free LG-opers on P

1 with
prescribed singularities at two points.

In the case of the ordinary Gaudin model, there is a procedure for diagonalization of the
Gaudin Hamiltonians called Bethe Ansatz. In [17,22] it was shown that this procedure can also
be understood in the framework of coinvariants of ĝ-modules of critical level. We need to use
a particular class of ĝ-modules, called the Wakimoto modules.

Let us recall that the Wakimoto modules of critical level are naturally parameterized by objects
closely related to opers, which are called Miura opers [20]. They may also be described more
explicitly as certain connections on a particular LH -bundle Ω−ρ on the punctured disc, where
LH is the Cartan subgroup of LG. The center acts on the Wakimoto module corresponding to
a Cartan connection by the Miura transformation of this connection (see [20]). The idea of [17]
was to use the spaces of conformal blocks of the tensor product of the Wakimoto modules to
construct eigenvectors of the generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians. It was found in [17] that the
eigenvalues of the Gaudin Hamiltonians on these vectors are encoded by the LG-opers which are
obtained by applying the Miura transformation to certain very simple Cartan connections on P1.

In this paper we apply the methods of [17,22] to define an analogue of Bethe Ansatz for the
Gaudin models with irregular singularities. In particular, we use Wakimoto modules of critical
level to construct eigenvectors of the generalized Gaudin algebras (such as the algebra Aχ ) on
Verma modules and finite-dimensional irreducible representations of g.

1.4. Connection to the geometric Langlands correspondence

One of the motivations for studying the generalized Gaudin systems and their connection to
opers comes from the geometric Langlands correspondence. Here we give a very rough outline
of this connection.
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The ramified geometric Langlands correspondence proposed in [27] (see [24] and the last
chapter of [25] for an exposition) assigns to holomorphic LG-bundles with meromorphic con-
nections on a Riemann surface X, certain categories of Hecke eigensheaves on the moduli stacks
of G-bundles on X with level structures5 at the positions of the poles of the connection of the
orders equal to the orders of the poles of the connection (in the case of regular singularities, we
may choose instead a parabolic structure, which is a reduction of the fiber of the bundle to a Borel
subgroup of G). We note that recently the geometric Langlands correspondence with ramifica-
tion has been related in [30] to the S-duality of four-dimensional supersymmetric Yang–Mills
theory.

Now, the point is that the generalized Gaudin algebra Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) (and its versions with

non-trivial characters (χi),χ∞) introduced in this paper gives rise to a commutative algebra of
global (twisted) differential operators on moduli stack Bun(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞ of G-bundles on P
1 with level

structures of orders mi at the points zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , and m∞ at ∞ ∈ P1. In the case when all
mi = 1 this has been explained in detail in [19], following the seminal work [7] in the unramified
case (which applies to curves of arbitrary genus), and in general the construction is similar.

In this paper we identify the Gaudin algebra Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) with the algebra of functions on

the space OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ of LG-opers on P

1 with singularities of orders mi at the points zi ,

i = 1, . . . ,N , and m∞ at ∞. Thus, each f ∈ Fun OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ gives rise to an element of the

Gaudin algebra Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) and hence a differential operator on Bun(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞, which we denote
by Df .

For each point τ ∈ OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ we may now write down the following system of differ-

ential equations on Bun(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞:

Df · Ψ = f (τ)Ψ, f ∈ Fun OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ . (1.2)

This system defines a D-module �τ on Bun(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞, and by adapting an argument from [7]

(which treated the unramified case), we obtain that �τ is a Hecke eigensheaf, whose “eigenvalue”
is the LG-local system on P

1 underlying the LG-oper τ (see [19,23,24] for more details).
Thus, one can construct explicitly examples of Hecke eigensheaves on Bun(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞ corre-
sponding to irregular connections by using the generalized Gaudin algebras introduced in this
paper. These D-modules provide us with a useful testing ground for the geometric Langlands
correspondence.

The philosophy of the geometric Langlands correspondence also gives us insights into
the structure of the spectra of the generalized Gaudin algebras on tensor products of finite-
dimensional modules. Namely, the existence of such an eigenvector for a particular eigenvalue
τ implies that the D-module �τ should be in some sense trivial. Therefore the LG-local system
underlying the LG-oper τ should also be trivial (i.e., monodromy-free). For connections with
regular singularities this is explained in [19,22], and in this paper we formulate conjectures to
this effect in the case of connections with irregular singularities. This motivates, in particular, our
conjecture, already discussed above in Section 1.3, that the spectrum of the Gaudin algebra Aχ

5 Here by a level structure on a G-bundle on a curve X of order m at a point x ∈ X we understand a trivialization of
the bundle on the (m − 1)st infinitesimal neighborhood of x.
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on an irreducible finite-dimensional g-module is described by monodromy-free LG-opers on P
1

with singularities at 0 and ∞.
Another useful perspective is provided by the separation of variables method pioneered by

E. Sklyanin [47]. The connection between the geometric Langlands correspondence and the sep-
aration of variables in the Gaudin model is discussed in detail in [19]. The point is that, roughly
speaking, the Hecke property of the D-module corresponding to the system (1.2) is reflected in
the existence of separated variables for the system (1.2). These separated variables have been
discovered by Sklyanin [47] in the case of g = sl2 and regular singularities. One can approach
more general Gaudin models with irregular singularities in a similar way. However, this subject
is beyond the scope of the present paper.

1.5. Plan of the paper

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a general construction of quantum
Hamiltonians using spaces of coinvariants and the center z( ĝ ) of the vertex algebra V0 associated
to the affine Kac–Moody algebra ĝ at the critical level. We define the universal Gaudin algebra as
a commutative subalgebra of U(g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U(tg�t �) and its various quotients. This generalizes
the construction of the Gaudin algebra from [17,22] which appears as a special case. Another
special case is a commutative subalgebra Aχ of U(g). In Section 3 we describe the associated
graded algebras of the Gaudin algebras constructed in Section 2 and relate them to the generalized
Hitchin systems. In particular, we identify the associated graded algebra of Aχ and the shift of
argument subalgebra Aχ of S(g) = Fung∗ for regular χ (this has previously been done in [45]
for regular semi-simple χ ).

Next, we wish to identify the spectra of the Gaudin algebras with the appropriate spaces of
LG-opers on P

1. We start by collecting in Section 4 various results on opers. Then we recall in
Section 5 the isomorphism between z( ĝ ) and the algebra of functions on the space of LG-opers
on the disc from [16,20]. After that we identify in Section 5 the spectra of the universal Gaudin
algebra and its quotients with various spaces of opers on P

1 with singularities at finitely many
points. In particular, we identify the spectrum of the algebra Aχ with the space of LG-opers
on P

1 with singularities of orders 1 and 2 at two marked points. We show, in the same way as
in [22], that joint eigenvalues of the algebra Aχ (and its generalizations) on finite-dimensional
representations correspond to opers with trivial monodromy. Finally, in Section 6 we study the
problem of diagonalization of the generalized Gaudin algebras. Applying the results of [17,22],
we develop the Bethe Ansatz construction of eigenvectors of the Gaudin algebras, such as Aχ

and its multi-point generalizations, on tensor products of Verma modules and finite-dimensional
representations of g.

2. Construction of generalized Gaudin algebras

In this section we introduce the universal Gaudin algebra and its various quotients by using
the coinvariants construction for affine Kac–Moody algebras from [17,22].

2.1. Affine Kac–Moody algebra and its modules

Let g be a simple Lie algebra. Recall that the space of invariant inner products on g is one-
dimensional. Choose a non-zero element κ in this space.
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The affine Kac–Moody algebra ĝκ is the (universal) extension of the Lie algebra g((t)) =
g ⊗ C((t)) by the one-dimensional center C1:

0 → C1 → ĝκ → g((t)) → 0. (2.1)

The commutation relations in ĝκ read[
A ⊗ f (t),B ⊗ g(t)

] = [A,B] ⊗ fg − κ(A,B)Rest=0 f dg · 1. (2.2)

The ĝκ -modules on which 1 acts as the identity will be referred to as modules of level κ .
We introduce the following notation: for a Lie algebra l, a subalgebra m ⊂ l and an m-mod-

ule M , we denote by

Indl
m M = U(l) ⊗U(m) M

the l-module induced from M .
Let ĝ+ be the Lie subalgebra g�t � ⊕ C1 of ĝκ . Given a g�t �-module M , we extend it to

a ĝ+-module by making 1 act as the identity. Denote by Mκ the corresponding induced ĝκ -mod-
ule

Mκ = Indĝκ

ĝ+ M

of level κ .
For example, let b ⊂ g be a Borel subalgebra, n = [b,b] its nilpotent radical and h = b/n. For

any λ ∈ h∗, let Cλ be the one-dimensional b-module on which h acts by the character λ : h → C

and Mλ be the Verma module over g of highest weight λ,

Mλ = Indg

b
Cλ.

The corresponding induced ĝκ -module Mλ,κ is the Verma module over ĝκ of level κ with highest
weight λ.

For a dominant integral weight λ ∈ h∗, denote by Vλ the irreducible finite-dimensional g-mod-
ule of highest weight λ. The corresponding induced module

Vλ,κ = Indĝκ

ĝ+ Vλ

is called the Weyl module of level κ with highest weight λ over ĝκ .
A ĝκ -module R is called a highest weight module if it is generated by a highest weight vector,

that is a v ∈ R such that n̂+ · v = 0, where

n̂+ = (n ⊗ 1) ⊕ tg�t �,

and h ⊗ 1 acts on v through a linear functional λ : h → C. In this case we say that v (or M) has
highest weight λ.

For example, both Mλ,κ and Vλ,κ (for a dominant integral weight λ) are highest weight mod-
ules, with highest weight λ.
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Here is an example of a non-highest weight module, which we will use in this paper. Let
χ : g → C be a linear functional. Observe that the composition

tg�t � → tg�t �/t2g�t � 
 g
χ−→ C

defines a one-dimensional representation Cχ of the Lie algebra tg�t �. We extend it to the direct
sum tg�t � ⊕ C1 by making 1 act as the identity. Now set

I1,χ,κ = Indĝκ

tg�t �⊕C1 Cχ . (2.3)

Note that I1,χ,κ may also be realized as

Indĝκ

ĝ+ I1,χ , where I1,χ = Ind
g�t �
tg�t �

Cχ .

2.2. Spaces of coinvariants

We define spaces of coinvariants of the tensor products of ĝκ -modules, associated to the
projective line and a collection of marked points. These spaces and their duals, called spaces
of conformal blocks, arise naturally in conformal field theory (for more on this, see, e.g., the
book [26]).

Consider the projective line P
1 with a global coordinate t and N distinct finite points

z1, . . . , zN ∈ P
1. In the neighborhood of each point zi we have the local coordinate t − zi and in

the neighborhood of the point ∞ we have the local coordinate t−1. Set

g̃(zi) = g((t − zi)), g̃(∞) = g
((

t−1))
and let ĝκ(zi), ĝκ (∞) be the corresponding central extensions (2.1) respectively. Let ĝN be the
extension of the Lie algebra

⊕N
i=1 g̃(zi) ⊕ g̃(∞) by a one-dimensional center C1 whose restric-

tion to each summand g̃(zi) or g̃(∞) coincides with ĝκ(zi) or ĝκ(∞). Thus, ĝN is the quotient
of

⊕N
i=1 ĝκ (zi) ⊕ ĝκ(∞) by the subspace spanned by 1zi

− 1zj
, 1 � i < j � N and 1zi

− 1∞.
In what follows, we will consider exclusively smooth g�t �-modules. By definition, a g�t �-

module M is smooth if for any v ∈ M we have tkg�t �v = 0 for sufficiently large k ∈ Z+.
Equivalently, these are the g�t �-modules such that for any v ∈ M the map g → M,x �→ x · v

is continuous with respect to the t-adic topology on g�t � and the discrete topology on M . Note
that if M is a smooth finitely generated g�t �-module, the action of g�t � on M factors through the
Lie algebra g�t �/tkg�t � for some k ∈ Z+.

Suppose we are given a collection M1, . . . ,MN and M∞ of g�t �-modules. Then the Lie
algebra ĝN naturally acts on the tensor product of the induced ĝκ -modules

⊗N
i=1 Mi ⊗ M∞

(in particular, 1 acts as the identity).
Let g(zi ) = gz1,...,zN

be the Lie algebra of g-valued regular functions on P
1 \ {z1, . . . , zN ,∞}

(i.e., rational functions on P
1, which may have poles only at the points z1, . . . , zN and ∞).

Clearly, such a function can be expanded into a Laurent power series in the corresponding local
coordinates at each point zi and at ∞. Thus, we obtain an embedding

g(zi ) ↪→
N⊕

g̃(zi) ⊕ g̃(∞). (2.4)

i=1
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It follows from the residue theorem and formula (2.2) that the restriction of the central extension
to the image of this embedding is trivial. Hence (2.4) lifts to an embedding g(zi ) → ĝN .

Denote by H(M1,κ , . . . ,MN,κ ,M∞,κ ) the space of coinvariants of
⊗N

i=1 Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ with
respect to the action of the Lie algebra g(zi ):

H(M1,κ , . . . ,MN,κ ,M∞,κ ) =
(

N⊗
i=1

Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ

)/
g(zi ).

By construction, we have a canonical embedding of a g�t �-module M into the induced ĝκ -
module Mκ :

x ∈ M → 1 ⊗ x ∈ Mκ ,

which commutes with the action of g�t � on both spaces. Thus, we have an embedding

N⊗
i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞ ↪→
N⊗

i=1

Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ .

The following result gives a description of H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) in terms of coinvariants for
the finite-dimensional Lie algebra g ⊂ g(zi ). It will allow us to construct quantum Hamiltonians
acting on tensor products of g-modules in Section 2.4 below.

Lemma 2.1. (See [17, Lemma 1].) The composition of the above embedding and the projection

N⊗
i=1

Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ � H(M1,κ , . . . ,MN,κ ,M∞,κ )

gives rise to an isomorphism

H(M1,κ , . . . ,MN,κ ,M∞,κ ) 

(

N⊗
i=1

Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ

)/
g.

Proof. Fix a point u ∈ P
1 \{z1, . . . , zN ,∞} and let g0

(zi )
⊂ g(zi ) be the ideal of g-valued functions

vanishing at u. Then, g(zi )/g
0
(zi )

∼= g, so that

H(M1,κ , . . . ,MN,κ ,M∞,κ ) =
(

N⊗
i=1

Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ

)/
g(zi )

=
((

N⊗
Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ

)/
g0
(zi )

)/
g.
i=1
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Since

N⊕
i=1

g̃(zi) ⊕ g̃(∞) =
(

N⊕
i=1

g�t − zi � ⊕ g
�
t−1 �)

⊕ g0
(zi )

the ĝN -module

N⊗
i=1

Mi,κ ⊗ M∞,κ = indĝN⊕N
i=1 g̃(zi )⊕g̃(∞)⊕C1

(
N⊗

i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞

)

is freely generated over Ug0
(zi )

by
⊗N

i=1 Mi ⊗ M∞. The conclusion now follows. �
2.3. The algebra of endomorphisms of V0,κ

Let

V0,κ = indĝκ

ĝ+ C

be the vacuum module of level κ , that is the Weyl module corresponding to the highest weight 0,
and let v0 be its generating vector.

We will be concerned with the algebra Endĝκ (V0,κ ) of endomorphisms of V0,κ . Note that we
may identify this algebra with the space

zκ ( ĝ ) = V
g�t �
0,κ

of g�t �-invariant vectors in V0,κ . Indeed, a g�t �-invariant vector v gives rise to an endomorphism
of V0,κ commuting with the action of ĝκ which sends v0 to v. Conversely, any ĝκ -endomorphism
of V0,κ is uniquely determined by the image of v0, which necessarily belongs to zκ( ĝ ). Thus,
we obtain an isomorphism zκ( ĝ ) 
 Endĝκ (V0,κ ) which gives zκ ( ĝ ) an algebra structure.

The space V0,κ has the structure of a vertex algebra and it is easy to see that zκ ( ĝ ) is its center
(see, e.g., [26]). This immediately implies the following:

Proposition 2.2. The algebra zκ( ĝ ) is commutative.

Let ĝ− be the Lie subalgebra t−1g[t−1] ⊂ ĝκ . Let us identify V0,κ with U( ĝ−) as ĝ−-mod-
ules, with ĝ− acting on U( ĝ−) by left multiplication. This yields an embedding

Endĝκ (V0,κ ) ⊂ Endĝ−(V0,κ ) ∼= U( ĝ−)opp, (2.5)

where the latter acts on V0,κ
∼= U( ĝ−) by right multiplication. Thus, zκ ( ĝ ) may be realized as

a subalgebra of U( ĝ−)opp. This realization will be useful below.
Note that the Lie algebra Der(C�t �) = C�t �∂t of continuous derivations of C�t � acts on g((t))

and leaves g�t � invariant. This action lifts to one on ĝκ since the cocycle appearing in (2.2) is

invariant under coordinate changes, and induces one on V0,κ which leaves V
g�t �
0,κ invariant. Of

particular relevance to us will be the translation operator T = −∂t which acts on V0,κ by

T v0 = 0, [T ,Jn] = −nJn−1, (2.6)

where, for J ∈ g and n ∈ Z we denote J ⊗ tn by Jn.
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According to Theorem 5.1(1), zκ( ĝ ) = C, unless κ takes a special value κc, called the critical
level, and so a meaningful theory involving zκ ( ĝ ) exists only for the critical level. However, since
the proofs of the results of the next section do not require it, we will postpone specializing κ to
κc until Section 2.5.

2.4. Action of zκ ( ĝ ) on coinvariants

In order to simplify our notation, from now on we will omit the subscript κ in our formulas.
Fix a point u ∈ P

1 \ {z1, . . . , zN ,∞}. Recall that V0 denotes the vacuum module of ĝκ(u)

and v0 its generating vector. We define below a canonical action of the commutative algebra
zκ ( ĝ ) ∼= Endĝκ (u)(V0) on spaces of coinvariants. This relies on the following well-known result.

Proposition 2.3. For any modules {Mi}Ni=1 and M∞ of ĝκ(zi), i = 1, . . . ,N and ĝκ (∞) respec-
tively, the map

N⊗
i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞ →
N⊗

i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞ ⊗ V0,κ ,

N⊗
i=1

vi ⊗ v∞ →
N⊗

i=1

vi ⊗ v∞ ⊗ v0

induces an isomorphism

ju : H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) → H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞,V0).

Proof. Let g(zi ,u) be the Lie algebra of g-valued regular functions on C \ {z1, . . . , zN ,u}. Then,
g(zi ,u) = g(zi ) ⊕ (t − u)−1g[(t − u)−1], as a vector space, so that

H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞,V0) =
(

N⊗
i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞ ⊗ V0

)/
g(zi ,u)



(

N⊗
i=1

Mi

)/
g(zi ) ⊗ V0/(t − u)−1g

[
(t − u)−1]

∼=
(

N⊗
i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞

)/
g(zi ),

where the last isomorphism is due to the fact that V0 is a free module of rank 1 over
U((t − u)−1g[(t − u)−1]). �

Proposition 2.3 yields a canonical action of the algebra Endĝκ (u)(V0) on the space
H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) given by

X ·
[

N⊗
vi ⊗ v∞

]
= j−1

u

[
N⊗

vi ⊗ v∞ ⊗ X · v0

]
, (2.7)
i=1 i=1
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where [⊗N
i=1 vi ⊗ v∞] denotes the image of

N⊗
i=1

vi ⊗ v∞ ∈
N⊗

i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞

in H(M1, . . . ,M∞).
Let us work out this action explicitly. Set

ĝ(u)− = (t − u)−1g
[
(t − u)−1] ⊂ g̃(u) ⊂ ĝκ (u)

and identify V0 with U( ĝ(u)−) as ĝ(u)−-modules, where ĝ(u)− acts on U( ĝ(u)−) by left mul-
tiplication. As explained in the previous section, this yields an embedding

Endĝκ (u)(V0) ⊂ Endĝ(u)−(V0) ∼= U
(
ĝ(u)−

)opp
, (2.8)

where the latter acts on V0 ∼= U( ĝ(u)−) by right multiplication.
Notice next that the g̃(u)-component of the embedding

g(zi ,u) ↪→
N⊕

i=1

g̃(zi) ⊕ g̃(u) ⊕ g̃(∞)

has a section over ĝ(u)− given by regarding an element of ĝ(u)− as a regular function on
P

1 \ {u,∞}. Composing with Laurent expansion at the points zi and ∞ yields a Lie algebra
homomorphism

τu,(zi ) : ĝ(u)− ↪→
N⊕

i=1

g̃(zi) ⊕ g̃(∞). (2.9)

Let Φu,(zi ) be the extension of −τu,(zi ) to an anti-homomorphism

Φu,(zi ) : U(
ĝ(u)−

) → U ĝN.

Lemma 2.4. Let Mi , M∞ and Mu be representations of ĝκ(zi), ĝκ(∞) and ĝκ(u) respectively.
The following holds in H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞,Mu) for any vi ∈ Mi , v∞ ∈ M∞, vu ∈ Mu and
X ∈ U( ĝ(u)−) we have[

N⊗
i=1

vi ⊗ v∞ ⊗ Xvu

]
=

[
Φu,(zi )(X)

(
N⊗

i=1

vi ⊗ v∞

)
⊗ vu

]
.

Proof. It suffices to prove this for X ∈ ĝ(u)−. In that case it follows because X + τu,(zi )(X) ∈
g(zi ,u), so that[

τu,(zi )(X) ·
(

N⊗
i=1

vi ⊗ v∞

)
⊗ vu

]
+

[
N⊗

i=1

vi ⊗ v∞ ⊗ X · vu

]
= 0. �
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Proposition 2.5. The action of

X ∈ Endĝκ (u)(V0) ⊂ U
(
ĝ(u)−

)opp

on H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) defined by (2.7) is given by

X

[
N⊗

i=1

vi ⊗ v∞

]
=

[
Φu,(zi )(X)

(
N⊗

i=1

vi ⊗ v∞

)]
.

Proof. This follows at once from (2.7) and Lemma 2.4. �
For later use, we work out the homomorphism (2.9).

Proposition 2.6. The following hold for any J ∈ g, m � 0 and n > 0

τu,(zi )(Jm) =
N∑

i=1

m∑
p=0

(−1)m−p

(
m

p

)
(u − zi)

m−pJ (i)
p

+
m∑

p=0

(−1)m−p

(
m

p

)
um−pJ

(∞)
−p ,

τu,(zi )(J−n) = ∂n−1
u

(n − 1)!

(
−

N∑
i=1

∑
p�0

J
(i)
p

(u − zi)p+1
+

∑
p�0

upJ
(∞)
p+1

)
,

where J
(i)
p = J ⊗ (t − zi)

p ∈ g̃(zi) and J
(∞)
p = J ⊗ t−p ∈ g̃(∞).

Proof. The first identity follows from the fact that

(t − u)m =
m∑

p=0

(
m

p

)
(t − zi)

p(zi − u)m−p

and

(t − u)m =
m∑

p=0

(−1)m−p

(
m

p

)
tpum−p.

The second one follows from

1

t − u
= − 1

u − zi

1

1 − t−zi

u−zi

= −
∑
m�0

(t − zi)
m

(u − zi)m+1

and

1

t − u
= 1

t

∑
m�0

(
u

t

)m

. �
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2.5. The universal Gaudin algebra and its quotients

Now we identify g̃(u) and
⊕N

i=1 g̃(zi) ⊕ g̃(∞) with g((t)) and g((t))⊕(N+1), respectively, by
putting g̃(∞) as the last component in the direct sum. We also identify

ĝ− = t−1g
[
t−1] 
 ĝ(u)− = (t − u)−1g

[
(t − u)−1]

.

Then we obtain an anti-homomorphism

Φu,(zi ) : U( ĝ−) → U
(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �)

.

By Proposition 2.6, Φu,(zi ) is given by the formula

Φu,(zi )

(
J

a1−n1
. . . J

am−nm

) = Jam−nm
(u) . . .Ja1−n1

(u), (2.10)

where

J−n(u) = ∂n−1
u

(n − 1)!

(
N∑

i=1

∑
p�0

J
(i)
p

(u − zi)p+1
−

∑
p�0

upJ
(∞)
p+1

)
. (2.11)

It is clear from the construction that Φu,(zi ) is independent of κ . What does depend on κ is the
algebra zκ( ĝ ) which we realize as a subalgebra of U( ĝ−)opp, and to which we then restrict the
anti-homomorphism Φu,(zi ).

Note that g acts on ĝ− by adjoint action and that the induced action on U( ĝ−) coincides with
that on V0 under the identification V0 ∼= U( ĝ−). Since any v ∈ z( ĝ ) ⊂ V0 satisfies g · v = 0, we
find that Φu,(zi )(v) is invariant under the diagonal action of g on U(g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U(tg�t �). Thus,
Φu,(zi ) restricts to an algebra homomorphism

zκ( ĝ ) → (
U

(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �))g

. (2.12)

At this point we quote Theorem 5.1(1), according to which zκ( ĝ ) = C, if κ = κc, where κc is
the critical invariant inner product on g defined by the formula6

κc(A,B) = −1

2
Trg adA adB.

On the other hand, the center zκc ( ĝ ) is non-trivial (see Theorem 5.1(2)).
Thus, the homomorphism (2.12) is non-trivial only for κ = κc . So from now on we will spe-

cialize κ to κc and omit the symbol κ from most of our formulas. In particular, we will write
z( ĝ ) for zκc ( ĝ ), M for Mκc , and so on.

Definition 2.7. The universal Gaudin algebra

Z(zi ),∞(g) ⊂ (
U

(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �))g

associated to g and the set of points z1, . . . , zN ∈ C is the image of z( ĝ ) under Φu,(zi ).

6 Note that κc = −h∨κ0, where κ0 is the inner product normalized as in [32] (so that the square length of the maximal
root is equal to 2) and h∨ is the dual Coxeter number.
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Thus, Z(zi ),∞(g) is a commutative algebra, and the action of z( ĝ ) on coinvariants H(M1, . . . ,

MN,M∞) factors through Z(zi ),∞(g) by Proposition 2.5.
We will show below that the algebra Z(zi ),∞(g) is independent of the chosen point u ∈ P

1 \
{z1, . . . , zN ,∞}, which is the reason why we suppress its notational dependence on u. This is
easier to establish in terms of the quotients Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g) of Z(zi ),∞ that we introduce presently.

Note first that the algebra U(g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U(tg�t �) is a complete topological algebra, whose
topology is given as follows. For each positive integer m, the Lie subalgebra tmg�t � ⊂ g�t � is
an ideal. The left ideal Im it generates in U(g�t �) is therefore a two-sided ideal and the quotient
U(g�t �)/Im is isomorphic to the universal enveloping algebra U(gm), where gm = g�t �/tmg�t �.
Similarly, the subalgebra tmg�t � ⊂ tg�t � generates a two-sided ideal I m of U(tg�t �) and the
quotient U(tg�t �)/I m is isomorphic to U(gm), where gm = tg�t �/tmg�t �.

The topology on U(g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U(tg�t �) is defined by declaring

I(mi) =
N⊕

i=1

U
(
g�t �)⊗(i−1) ⊗ Imi

⊗ U
(
g�t �)⊗(N−i) ⊗ U

(
tg�t �) ⊕ U

(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ I m∞

to be the base of open neighborhoods of 0. This algebra is complete in this topology, and it is the
inverse limit

U
(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �) = lim←− U

(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �)

/I(mi)

= lim←−
N⊗

i=1

U(gmi
) ⊗ U(gm∞).

For any collection of positive integers m1, . . . ,mN,m∞, let

Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

: U( ĝ−) →
N⊗

i=1

U(gmi
) ⊗ U(gm∞) (2.13)

be the composition of Φu,(zi ) with the natural surjection

U
(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �)

�
N⊗

i=1

U(gmi
) ⊗ U(gm∞). (2.14)

Thus, Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

is obtained from the formulas (2.10) and (2.11) by setting J
(i)
m = 0 for m > mi

and J
(∞)
m = 0 for m > m∞.

Let

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) ⊂

(
N⊗

U(gmi
) ⊗ U(gm∞)

)g
i=1
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be the image of z( ĝ ) under Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

. The algebras Z(zi ),∞ form an inverse system of commu-
tative algebras, and

Z(zi ),∞(g) = lim←− Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g). (2.15)

Formulas (2.10)–(2.11) show that if u is considered as a variable, Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

may be regarded
as an anti-homomorphism

Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

: U( ĝ−) →
(

N⊗
i=1

U(gmi
) ⊗ U(gm∞)

)
⊗ C

[
(u − zi)

−1]
i=1,...,N

⊗ C[u].

The following result gives an alternative description of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g), which shows in particu-

lar that it is independent of u.

Proposition 2.8. The algebra Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) is equal to the span of the coefficients of Φ(mi),m∞

u,(zi )
(A),

A ∈ z( ĝ ), appearing in front of the monomials of the form
∏N

i=1(u − zi)
−ni un∞ .

Proof. Since the translation operator acts as −∂t = ∂u on ĝ(t − u)− and Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

is given by
Laurent expansion at the points z1, . . . , zN , it follows that, for any A ∈ z( ĝ )

Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

(T A) = ∂uΦ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

(A),

where T is given by (2.6). For any B ∈ z( ĝ ), the expression Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

(B), viewed as a rational

function of u, is a finite linear combination of monomials of the form
∏N

i=1(u − zi)
−ni un∞ ,

where ni > 0, n∞ � 0. Such a linear combination is uniquely determined by its expansion in
a power series at a fixed point (or equivalently, by the values of its derivatives at this point).
Therefore the span of these expressions for a fixed u and all B ∈ z( ĝ ) of the form T nA,n � 0, is
the same as the span of the coefficients of Φ

(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

(A), considered as a rational function in u,

appearing in front of the monomials of the form
∏N

i=1(u − zi)
−ni un∞ . �

By (2.15) and Proposition 2.8, Z(zi ),∞(g) is also independent of u. Moreover, if u is regarded
as a variable, and Φu,(zi ) as an anti-homomorphism

Φu,(zi ) : U( ĝ−) → (
U

(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �))⊗̂(

C
[
(u − zi)

−1]
i=1,...,N

⊗ C[u]),
where the tensor product is completed with respect to the natural topology on the Lie algebra
g�t �⊕(N+1), then Z(zi ),∞(g) may also be obtained as the completion of the span of the coef-
ficients of the series Φu,(zi )(A), A ∈ z( ĝ ), appearing in front of the monomials of the form∏N

i=1(u − zi)
−ni un∞ .

It is instructive to think of the algebras Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) and their generalizations considered

below as quotients of the universal Gaudin algebra. However, note that while Z(zi ),∞(g) is a com-

plete topological algebra, the algebras Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) are its discrete quotients. For this reason in

practice it is easier to work with the latter. In fact, for any collection of smooth finitely gener-
ated g�t �-modules M1, . . . ,MN , M∞, the action of g�t � on Mi (resp., M∞) factors through gm
i
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(resp., gm∞ ). Therefore the action of Z(zi ),∞(g) on the tensor product
⊗N

i=1 Mi ⊗M∞, or on the
corresponding space of coinvariants

H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) ∼=
(

N⊗
i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞

)/
g

factors through that of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g). Since the only g�t �-modules that we consider are smooth

finitely generated modules, we do not lose any generality by working with the quotients
Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g) rather than with the algebra Z(zi ),∞(g) itself.

2.6. Example: The Gaudin model

Consider the simplest case when all mi and m∞ are equal to 1. The corresponding algebra
Z (1),1

(zi ),∞(g) is a commutative subalgebra of (Ug⊗N)g. The homomorphism Φ
(1),1
u,(zi )

(S) was defined
in [17] (see also [22]).

Consider the Segal–Sugawara vector in V0:

S = 1

2

d∑
a=1

Ja,−1J
a
−1v0, (2.16)

where d = dimg and {Ja}, {J a} are dual bases of g with respect to a non-zero invariant inner
product. It is easy to show (see, e.g., [26, Section 3.4.8]) that this vector belongs to z( ĝ ). Let us
compute Φ

(1),1
u,(zi )

(S). Let

� = 1

2

∑
a

JaJ
a ∈ Ug

be the Casimir operator. Formulas (2.10)–(2.11) readily yield the following:

Lemma 2.9. (See [17, Proposition 1].) We have

Φ
(1),1
u,(zi )

(S) =
N∑

i=1

�(i)

(u − zi)2
+

N∑
i=1

Ξi

u − zi

,

where the Ξi ’s are the Gaudin Hamiltonians

Ξi =
∑
j =i

d∑
a=1

J
(i)
a J a(j)

zi − zj

, i = 1, . . . ,N. (2.17)
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By Proposition 2.8, Z (1),1
(zi ),∞(g) contains each �(i) and the Gaudin Hamiltonians Ξi , i =

1, . . . ,N . Elements of Z (1),1
(zi ),∞(g) are generalized Gaudin Hamiltonians which act on the ten-

sor product
⊗N

i=1 Mi of any N -tuple of g-modules or on the space of coinvariants

H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) =
(

N⊗
i=1

Mi ⊗ M∞

)/
g,

where each Mi is regarded as a g�t �-module by letting tg�t � act by 0. If all Mi ’s and M∞ are
highest weight g-modules, then the corresponding induced modules Mi and M∞ are highest
weight ĝκc -modules. Thus, the choice mi = 1,m∞ = 1 corresponds to highest weight modules.
The spectrum of the corresponding algebra Z (1),1

(zi ),∞(g) is the space of LG-opers with regular
singularities at the points z1, . . . , zN and ∞ (see [22] and Section 5 below).

However, if we choose some of the mi ’s (or m∞) to be greater than 1, then for a general gmi
-

module Mi (or M∞) the corresponding induced module Mi (or M∞) will not be a highest weight
module. The corresponding algebra Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g) is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the

space LG-opers with irregular singularities at the points zi (and ∞) of orders mi (resp., m∞),
see Theorem 5.7. Therefore we refer to the corresponding integrable quantum models as Gaudin
models with irregular singularities.

2.7. Another example: the algebra Aχ

Consider the case when there are two points: z1 ∈ C and ∞, with m1 = 1 and m∞ = 2. This
is the simplest model with an irregular singularity. The corresponding Gaudin algebra Z 1,2

z1,∞(g)

is a commutative subalgebra of (U(g) ⊗ U(g2))
g. It is easy to see that it is independent of z1, so

we will set z1 = 0.
The Lie algebra

g2 = tg�t �/t2g�t �
is abelian and isomorphic to g as a vector space. Any linear functional χ : g → C on g therefore
defines an algebra homomorphism U(g2) ∼= Sg → C. Let

Aχ = id⊗χ
(

Z 1,2
0,∞(g)

) ⊂ Ug (2.18)

be the image of Z 1,2
0,∞(g) under the homomorphism (U(g) ⊗ U(g2))

g → U(g) given by apply-
ing χ to the second factor. It is clear that Aχ is a commutative subalgebra of the centralizer
U(g)gχ ⊂ U(g), where gχ ⊆ g is the stabilizer of χ .

As a subalgebra of U(g), Aχ acts on any g-module M . From the point of view of the coinvari-
ants construction of Section 2.2, this action comes about as follows: we consider the ĝκc -module
M induced from M , attached to 0 ∈ P

1, and the non-highest weight ĝκc -module I1,χ introduced
in formula (2.3). Then the Lie algebra g(zi ) is g[t, t−1] and the space of coinvariants is

H(M, I1,χ ) = (M ⊗ I1,χ )/g
[
t, t−1] 
 (M ⊗ Iχ )/g 
 M,

since Iχ = ind
g�t �
tg�t �

Cχ is isomorphic to Ug as a g-module.
The action of z( ĝ ) on H(M, I1,χ ) 
 M then factors through that of Aχ .
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We note that it follows from the definition that Aχ = Acχ for any non-zero c ∈ C and that
Adg(Aχ ) = AAdg(χ) for any g ∈ G.

2.8. Multi-point generalization

The algebra Aχ has a natural multi-point generalization. Namely, let mi , i = 1, . . . ,N ,
and m∞ be a collection of positive integers as in Section 2.5. Let us also fix characters
χi : tmi g�t � → C and χ∞ : tm∞g�t � → C. We will attach to this data a commutative algebra
which simultaneously generalizes both Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ and Aχ . Note that a character

χ : tmg�t � → C

has to vanish on the derived subalgebra of tmg�t �, that is on t2mg�t �. Hence, defining χ is equiv-
alent to choosing an arbitrary linear functional on the abelian Lie algebra

tmg�t �/t2mg�t � 
 g ⊗ C
m.

Let

Im,χ = Ind
g�t �
tmg�t �

Cχ , Im,χ = Ind
tg�t �
tmg�t �

Cχ .

Note that the action of g�t � on Im,χ factors through g2m = g�t �/t2mg�t �, and as a g2m-module,
Im,χ is isomorphic to

Im,χ 
 Indg2m

tmg2m
Cχ

(and similarly for Im,χ ). Denote by Im,χ (resp., I m,χ ) the annihilator of Im,χ in U(g2m) (resp.,
of Im,χ in U(g2m)) and by Um,χ (resp., Um,χ ) the quotient of U(g2m) (resp., U(g2m)) by Im,χ

(resp., I m,χ ). Thus, Um,χ is the image of U(g2m) and U(g�t �) in EndC Im,χ , and Um,χ is the
image of U(g2m) and U(tg�t �) in EndC Im,χ .

Now, given the data of (mi),m∞, (χi),χ∞, we obtain the algebra
⊗N

i=1 Umi,χi
⊗ Um∞,χ∞ ,

which is isomorphic to the quotient of
⊗N

i=1 U(g2mi
) ⊗ U(g2m∞) by a two-sided ideal. Let

A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(χi ),χ∞ ⊂ (Umi,χi

⊗ Um∞,χ∞)g

be the image of

Z (2mi),2m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) ⊂ (U2mi

⊗ U2m∞)g.

Equivalently, A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(χi ),χ∞ is the image of the universal Gaudin algebra Z(zi ),∞(g) under

the homomorphism

U
(
g�t �)⊗N ⊗ U

(
tg�t �) →

N⊗
Umi,χi

⊗ Um∞,χ∞ . (2.19)

i=1
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Note in particular that

Aχ = A1,1
0,∞(g)0,χ .

The algebra A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(χi ),χ∞ naturally acts on the tensor product

⊗N
i=1 Imi,χi

⊗ Im∞,χ∞ ,
or on the corresponding space of coinvariants

H(Im1,χ1 , . . . , ImN,χN
, Im∞,χ∞) ∼=

(
N⊗

i=1

Imi,χi
⊗ Im∞,χ∞

)/
g 


(
N⊗

i=1

Imi,χi
⊗ Im∞,χ∞

)
.

For χ = 0, Um,0 
 U(gm) and Um,0 
 U(gm). But for a non-zero character χ the algebras
Um,χ and Um,χ are not in general isomorphic to universal enveloping algebras.

There is however one exception. If χ∞ : tmg�t � → C factors as

tmg�t � → g ⊗ tm
χ−→ C

for some linear functional χ on g, then Um,χ 
 U(gm−1) for any χ . Therefore the algebra

A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(0),χ∞ may be realized in

⊗N
i=1 Umi

⊗ Um∞−1 in this case.

In particular, if m = 1 then U1,χ 
 C regardless of χ . Therefore in the case when χi = 0

for i = 1, . . . ,N , and m∞ = 1 the corresponding algebra A(mi),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ∞ is a subalgebra of the

universal enveloping algebra
⊗N

i=1 U(gmi
).

In the case when mi = 1, i = 1, . . . ,N , we obtain a subalgebra of U(g)⊗m that has been
previously constructed in [45]. This subalgebra A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ is obtained by applying the ho-
momorphism

id⊗χ : U(g)⊗m ⊗ S(g) → U(g)⊗m

to the algebra Z (1),2
(zi ),∞(g). Let us apply id⊗χ to Φ

(1),2
u,(zi )

(S), where S is the Segal–Sugawara
element in V0. Then we find, in the same way as in Lemma 2.9, that

(id⊗χ) ◦ Φ
(1),2
u,(zi )

(S) =
N∑

i=1

�(i)

(u − zi)2
+

N∑
i=1

Ξi,χ

u − zi

+ (χ,χ),

where

Ξi,χ =
∑
j =i

d∑
a=1

J
(i)
a J a(j)

zi − zj

+ χ(i), i = 1, . . . ,N, (2.20)

where we identity h 
 h∗ using the invariant inner product used in the definition of S. Thus, Ξi,χ ,

i = 1, . . . ,N , are elements of A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ . These operators appeared in [18] in the study of

generalized KZ equations. We note that in the case of g = sl2 they were probably first considered
in [47].
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3. Associated graded algebras and Hitchin systems

In this section we consider generalized Hitchin systems on the moduli spaces of Higgs bun-
dles, where the Higgs fields are allowed to have poles. Integrable systems of this type, generaliz-
ing the original Hitchin systems from [31] (which correspond to Higgs fields without poles), have
been previously considered in [2,6,9,12,37]. Here we will focus on the case when the underlying
curve is P

1. We will construct algebras of Poisson commuting Hamiltonians in these systems
in the standard way. We will then show that the generalized Gaudin algebras of commuting
quantum Hamiltonians constructed in the previous section are quantizations of the Poisson com-
mutative algebras of Hitchin Hamiltonians. The proof of this result relies on a local statement,
due to [16,20], that the center z( ĝ ) of V0,κc is a quantization of S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t �. By definition,
the Gaudin algebras are quotients of z( ĝ ), whereas the algebras of Hitchin Hamiltonians are
quotients of S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t �, hence the result.

The idea of using the center at the critical level for quantizing the Hitchin systems is due
to Beilinson and Drinfeld [7], who used it to quantize the Hitchin systems defined on arbitrary
smooth projective curves, without ramification. Here we develop this theory in a “transversal”
direction: quantizing the Hitchin systems on P

1, but with arbitrary ramification. The two sce-
narios may certainly be combined, giving rise to quantum integrable systems corresponding to
arbitrary curves, with ramification. However, these systems are hard to analyze explicitly unless
the underlying curve is P

1 or an elliptic curve. In the general setting the focus shifts instead
to the investigation of the salient features of the D-modules on the moduli stacks of bundles
with level (or parabolic) structures defined by the corresponding algebras of quantum Hamil-
tonians (see Section 1.4). It follows from the results of [7] that these D-modules are Hecke
eigensheaves, and hence they play an important role in the geometric Langlands correspon-
dence.

On the other hand, in the case of P
1 the generalized Gaudin algebras may be analyzed ex-

plicitly. In the case of regular singularities, corresponding to the ordinary Gaudin models, this
has been done in [17,22] (see also [11,12] for a generalization to the case of elliptic curves).
Here we look closely at another special case corresponding to irregular singularity of order 2 at
one point of P

1. The corresponding Poisson commutative algebra of Hitchin Hamiltonians may
be identified with the shift of argument algebra Aχ introduced in [38]. We show that the quan-
tum commutative algebra Aχ introduced in Section 2.7 is the quantization of Aχ for all regular
χ ∈ g∗. This has been previously proved in [45] in the case when χ is regular semi-simple. In
addition, we show that when χ is regular semi-simple the algebra Aχ contains the DMT Hamil-
tonians (1.1).

3.1. Hitchin systems with singularities

Let us first recall the definition of the unramified Hitchin system. Denote by G the connected
simply-connected simple Lie group with Lie algebra g. Let MG be the moduli space of stable
G-bundles on a smooth projective curve X. The tangent space to MG at F ∈ MG is isomorphic
to H 1(X,gF ), where gF = F ×G g. Hence, by the Serre duality, the cotangent space at F is
isomorphic to H 0(X,g∗

F ⊗ Ω), where Ω is the canonical line bundle on X, by Serre duality.
A vector η ∈ H 0(X,g∗ ⊗ Ω) is referred to as a Higgs field. We construct the Hitchin map
F
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p : T ∗MG → HG, where HG is the Hitchin space

HG(X) =
�⊕

i=1

H 0(
X,Ω⊗(di+1)

)
, (3.1)

as follows. We use the following result of C. Chevalley.

Theorem 3.1. The algebra Invg∗ of G-invariant polynomial functions on g∗ is isomorphic to
the graded polynomial algebra C[P 1, . . . ,P �], where degP i = di + 1, and d1, . . . , d� are the
exponents of g.

For η ∈ H 0(X,g∗
F ⊗ Ω), P i(η) is well-defined as an element of H 0(X,Ω⊗(di+1)). By defi-

nition, the Hitchin map p takes (F , η) ∈ T ∗MG to(
P 1(η), . . . ,P �(η)

) ∈ HG.

Remark 3.2. This definition depends on the choice of generators of Invg∗, which is not canoni-
cal. To give a more canonical definition, let

P = Spec Invg∗.

Since Invg∗ is a graded algebra, we obtain a canonical C×-action on P . Now let Ω× be the
C

×-bundle on X corresponding to the line bundle Ω . We then have a vector bundle

PΩ = Ω× ×
C×

P ,

and we set

HG = H 0(X, PΩ).

A choice of homogeneous generators P i, i = 1, . . . , �, of Invg∗ gives rise to a set of coordinates
on P which enable us to identify HG with (3.1). However, using this definition of HG, we
obtain a definition of the Hitchin map that is independent of the choice of generators. Likewise,
the generalized Hitchin map considered below may also be defined in a generator-independent
way. But in order to simplify the exposition we will define them by using a particular choice of
generators P i , i = 1, . . . , �, of Invg∗.

Now, given a linear functional φ : HG → C, we obtain a function φ ◦ p on T ∗MG.
Hitchin [31] has shown that for different φ’s these functions Poisson commute with respect to
the natural symplectic structure on T ∗MG, and together they define an algebraically completely
integrable system.

Let us generalize the Hitchin systems to the case of Higgs fields with singularities. Let xi , i =
1, . . . , n be a collection of distinct points on X. Let us choose a collection of positive integers mi ,
i = 1, . . . , n. Denote by M(mi)

G,(xi )
the moduli space of semi-stable G-bundles on X with level

structures of order mi at xi , i = 1, . . . , n. Recall that a level structure on a G-bundle F on a curve
X of order m at a point x ∈ X is a trivialization of F on the (m−1)st infinitesimal neighborhood
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of x. Then a cotangent vector to a point of M(mi)
G,(xi )

is a Higgs field with poles of orders at most
mi at the points xi ,

η ∈ H 0(
X,g∗

F ⊗ Ω(m1x1 + · · · + mnxn)
)
.

In the same way as above one constructs a generalized Hitchin map

p : T ∗M(mi)
G,(xi )

→ H(mi)
G,(xi )

=
�⊕

j=1

H 0(
X,Ω(m1x1 + · · · + mnxn)

⊗(dj +1)
)
,

and shows that it defines an algebraically completely integrable system. These systems have been
previously studied in [2,6,9,12,37].

We are interested in these integrable systems in the case when X = P
1, with the marked points

z1, . . . , zN ,∞ (with respect to a global coordinate t , as before). In this case a G-bundle is semi-
stable if and only if it is trivial. Thus, M(mi)

G,(xi )
may be identified in this case with the quotient

N∏
i=1

Gmi
× Gm∞

/
Gdiag 


∏
i=1,...,N

Gmi
× Gm∞ .

Here Gm,Gm are the Lie groups corresponding to the Lie algebras gm = g�t �/tmg�t �,gm =
tg�t �/tmg�t �. Hence T ∗M(mi)

G,(xi )
is isomorphic to the Hamiltonian reduction of

T ∗
(

N∏
i=1

Gmi
× Gm∞

)

with respect to the diagonal action of G (and the 0 orbit in g∗). We can a will identify it with∏
i=1,...,N

Gmi
× Gm∞ ×

∏
i=1,...,N

(gmi
)∗ × (gm∞)∗. (3.2)

A point of (3.2) is then a collection (gα,Aα(t)dt)α=1,...,N,∞, where gi ∈ Gmi
, i = 1, . . . ,N ;

g∞ ∈ Gm∞ ,

Ai(t) dt =
−1∑

k=−mi

Ai,kt
k dt, Ai,k ∈ g∗, A∞(t) dt =

−2∑
k=−m∞

A∞,kt
k dt, A∞,k ∈ g∗.

We associate to it a g∗-valued one-form on P
1 with singularities at the marked points (also known

as an “L-operator”):

η =
∑

i=1,...,N

Adgi

(
Ai(t − zi)

)
d(t − zi) + Adg∞

(
A∞

(
t−1))

d
(
t−1)

, (3.3)

whose polar parts are given by the one-forms Ai(tα) dtα , conjugated by gα’s. The Hitchin map p

takes this one-form to
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η �→ (
P 1(η), . . . ,P �(η)

) ∈ H(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞

=
�⊕

j=1

H 0(
P

1,Ω(m1z1 + · · · + mNzN + m∞∞)⊗(dj +1)
)
. (3.4)

Now any linear functional φ : H(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞ → C gives rise to a function Hφ = p ◦ φ, and, ac-

cording to the above general result of [2,6,9,12,31,37] these functions Poisson commute with
each other.

By definition, the symplectic manifold (3.2) fibers over (
∏

α Gmα)/G. The fiber over the
identify coset is the Poisson submanifold∏

i=1,...,N

(gmi
)∗ × (gm∞)∗ (3.5)

with its natural Kirillov–Kostant structure. Let p̃ be the restriction of the Hitchin map to this
subspace. Then we obtain a system of Poisson commuting Hamiltonians p̃ ◦ φ on (3.5) for φ ∈
(H(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞)∗.
The Poisson algebra of polynomial functions on (3.5) is isomorphic to⊗

i=1,...,N

S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞). (3.6)

Therefore p̃ gives rise to a homomorphism of commutative algebras7

Ψ
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ : Fun H(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞ →
⊗

i=1,...,N

S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞) (3.7)

(actually, it is easy to see that the image belongs to the subalgebra of G-invariants).

Lemma 3.3. The homomorphism Ψ
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ is injective.

Proof. It is known that (in the general case) the Hitchin map is surjective, see [6,9,13,31,37].
This implies the statement of the lemma. �

Let Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) be the image of Ψ

(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ . This is a Poisson commutative subalgebra of the

Poisson algebra (3.6).
Now we can explain the connection between the ramified Hitchin systems and the generalized

Gaudin algebras Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) introduced in Section 2.5. Note that the algebra Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g) is
defined as a quotient of a homomorphism of universal enveloping algebra and therefore inher-
its a filtration that is compatible with the PBW filtration on

⊗
i=1,...,N U(gmi

) ⊗ U(gm∞). The
associated graded algebra to the latter is precisely

⊗
i=1,...,N S(gmi

) ⊗ S(gm∞).

7 Recall that for an affine algebraic variety Z we denote by FunZ the algebra of regular functions on Z.
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Theorem 3.4. The associated graded of the commutative subalgebra

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) ⊂

⊗
i=1,...,N

U(gmi
) ⊗ U(gm∞)

is the Poisson commutative subalgebra

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) ⊂

⊗
i=1,...,N

S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞).

Thus, we obtain that Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) is a quantization of the Poisson commutative algebra

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) of Hitchin’s Hamiltonians.

The proof of this result given below in Section 3.3 follows from the fact that the algebra z( ĝ ),
whose quotient is Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g), is the quantization of the algebra of invariant functions on g∗�t �.
It is this local result that is responsible for the global quantization results such as Theorem 3.4
or Theorem 3.14 below (and the results of Beilinson and Drinfeld [7] for general curves in the
unramified case). We will explain this local result in the next section.

3.2. The associated graded algebra of z( ĝ )

The PBW filtration on U ĝκ induces one on V0,κ , with associated graded

gr(V0,κ ) = S
(
ĝκ((t))/̂g+

) = S
(
g((t))/g�t �)

.

The action of g�t � on V0,κ is readily seen to preserve this filtration and therefore descends to
one on S(g((t))/g�t �). This latter action is independent of the level κ and is given by derivations
induced by the adjoint action of g�t � on g((t))/g�t �.

We therefore obtain an embedding

gr
(
V

g�t �
0,κ

) ⊂ S
(
g((t))/g�t �)g�t �

which for κ = κc is in fact an equality, according to Theorem 3.8 below. We begin by describing
the right-hand side.

Split g((t)) (considered as a vector space) as

g((t)) = g�t � ⊕ ĝ−, (3.8)

where ĝ− = t−1g[t−1], and identify S(g((t))/g�t �) with S( ĝ−). Under this identification, the
adjoint action of X ∈ g�t � on Y ∈ ĝ− ∼= g((t))/g�t � is given by

ad(X)−Y = [X,Y ]−,

where Z− is the component of Z ∈ g((t)) along ĝ−.
Let T = −∂t ∈ Der O be the translation operator acting on g((t)), so that T Xn = −nXn−1

where Xn = X ⊗ tn ∈ ĝκ , X ∈ g, n ∈ Z. Then T preserves the decomposition (3.8) and extends
to a derivation of S( ĝ−).
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Lemma 3.5. [
T , ad(X)−

] = ad(T X)−.

Proof. Both sides are derivations and they coincide on ĝ−. �
For any X ∈ g, set

X(z) =
∑
n<0

Xnz
−n−1 ∈ ( ĝ−)�z� ⊂ S( ĝ−)�z�,

where Xn,n < 0, denotes X ⊗ tn considered as an element of S( ĝ−). We extend the assignment
X → X(z) to an algebra homomorphism

Sg → S( ĝ−)�z�
and denote the image of P ∈ Sg by P(z) = ∑

n<0 Pnz
−n−1. The following summarizes the main

properties of the map P �→ P(z).

Lemma 3.6. The following hold for any P ∈ Sg, X ∈ g and k ∈ N,

(i) T P (z) = dP (z)
dz

,

(ii) ad(Xk)−P(z) = zk(ad(X)P )(z).

Proof. Both sides of the identities are derivations which are readily seen to coincide on the
elements Y(z), Y ∈ g. �

Note that property (i) above is equivalent to the fact that, for any P ∈ Sg and n > 0,

P−n = T (n−1)

(n − 1)!P−1 (3.9)

while (ii) implies that the assignment P → P(z) maps (Sg)g to S( ĝ−)g�t � �z�.
Recall from Lemma 3.1 that (Sg)g is a polynomial algebra in � = rk(g) generators and that

one may choose a system of homogeneous generators P 1, . . . ,P � such that degP i = di + 1,
where the di ’s are the exponents of g.

The following theorem is due to A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld [7] (see [20, Proposition 9.3],
for an exposition).

Theorem 3.7. The algebra S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t � is freely generated by the elements P i,n, i =
1, . . . , �, n < 0.

The following result, due to [16] (see [20, Theorem 9.6]), enables us to quantize the Hitchin
Hamiltonians.

Theorem 3.8. The inclusion

gr z( ĝ ) = gr
(
V

g

0,κc
�t �)

↪→ S
(
g((t))/g�t �)g�t �

is an isomorphism.
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In other words, all g�t �-invariants in S(g((t))/g�t �) may be quantized.
In particular, each generator P i,−1 of S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t � may be lifted to an element Si ∈ z( ĝ )

whose symbol in S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t � is equal to P i,−1. The element

T −n−1

(−n − 1)!Si ∈ z( ĝ )

then gives us a lifting for P i,n, n < −1. Explicit formulas for these elements are unknown in
general (however, recently some elegant formulas have been given in [8] in the case when g =
sln). But for our purposes we do not need explicit formulas for the Si ’s. All necessary information
about their structure is in fact contained in the following lemma.

Let us observe that both V0,κc and S(g((t))/g�t �) are Z+-graded with the degrees as-
signed by the formula degAn = −n, and this induces compatible Z+-gradings on z( ĝ ) and
S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t �. This grading is induced by the vector field L0 = −t∂t . It follows from the
construction that degP i,−1 = di + 1. Therefore we may, and will, choose Si ∈ V0,κc to be homo-
geneous of the same degree.

In V0 = V0,κc we have a basis of lexicographically ordered monomials of the form

J
a1−n1

. . . J
am−nm

v0, n1 � · · · � nm > 0,

where {J a} is a basis of g. The element P i,−1 of S(g((t))/g�t �)g�t � is a linear combination of
monomials in J a

−1 of degree di + 1. Let Pi be the element of V0 obtained by replacing each of
these monomials in the J a

−1’s by the corresponding lexicographically ordered monomial in the
J a

−1’s. Then Pi is the leading term of the sought-after element Si ∈ z( ĝ ) (for i = 1 we actually
have S1 = P1, but for i > 1 there are lower order terms). By taking into account the requirement
that degSi = di + 1, we obtain the following useful result.

Lemma 3.9. The element Si ∈ z( ĝ ) is equal to Pi plus the sum of lexicographically ordered
monomials of orders less than di + 1. Each of these lower order terms contains at least one
factor J a

n with n < −1.

3.3. Back to the Hitchin systems

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.4.

Proof of Theorem 3.4. Observe that the homomorphism Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

given by formula (2.13)
preserves filtrations. Therefore it gives rise to a homomorphism of associated graded algebras

Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

: S( ĝ−) →
⊗

i=1,...,N

S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞).

Let us consider the image of S( ĝ−)g�t � under this map. As in the quantum case, it may also be
defined as the span of the coefficients of the series Φ

(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

(A), A ∈ S( ĝ−)g�t �, appearing in

front of the monomials of the form
∏N

(u − zi)
−ni un∞ .
i=1
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It follows from the description of S( ĝ−)g�t � given in Theorem 3.7 and the construction of the
Hitchin map (3.4) that the image of S( ĝ−)g�t � under Φ

(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

is precisely the subalgebra

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) ⊂

⊗
i=1,...,N

S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞).

On the other hand, we know that Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) is the free polynomial algebra of regular functions

on the graded vector space H(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞. From its description in formula (3.4) we obtain that we

may choose as homogeneous generators of this polynomial algebra the images under Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

of the following generators of S( ĝ−)g�t �:

P i,−ni−1, i = 1, . . . , �; 0 � ni � (di + 1)

( ∑
j

mj + m∞ − 2

)

(note that the number on the right is the degree of the line bundle Ω(m1z1 + · · · + mNzN +
m∞∞)⊗(dj +1)). Each of them lifts to a generator of z( ĝ ) (same notation, but without a bar). It is
clear from the definition of Φ

(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

that the images of these generators of z( ĝ ) in Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)

under the homomorphism Φ
(mi),m∞
u,(zi )

generate Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g).

Thus, we obtain two sets of generators of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) and Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g), such that the latter
are the symbols of the former. In addition, the latter are algebraically independent. Therefore we
find that the symbol of any homogeneous polynomial in the generators of Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g) is equal
to the corresponding polynomial in their symbols. Thus, we obtain the desired isomorphism

gr Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) 
 Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g).

Furthermore, it fits into a commutative diagram

gr z( ĝ )
Φ

(mi ),m∞
u,(zi )

gr Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)

S( ĝ−)g�t �
Φ

(mi ),m∞
u,(zi ) Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g)

where the vertical maps are isomorphisms. �
Remark 3.10. The problem we had to deal with in the above proof is that a priori we do not
have a well-defined map

gr Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) → Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g). (3.10)

However, such a map may be constructed following [7].
We have discussed above the Hitchin map on the moduli space of Higgs bundles on P

1 cor-
responding to the trivial G-bundle (as this is the only G-bundle on P

1 that is semi-stable). This
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moduli space is in fact an open substack in the moduli stack Bun(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞ of all Higgs bundles

(corresponding to arbitrary G-bundles). The Hitchin map extends to a proper morphism from
the entire stack of Higgs bundles to HG (see, e.g., [7]). This implies that the algebra of global
functions on the stack of Higgs bundles is equal the algebra of polynomial functions on the
Hitchin space H(mi)

G,(xi )
; that is, the algebra Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g). On the other hand, as in [7], the algebra

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) may be identified with a subalgebra (and, a posteriori, the entire algebra) of the

algebra of (critically twisted) global differential operators on the stack Bun(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞ of G-bundles

on P
1 with the level structures. Now we obtain a well-defined injective map (3.10): it corresponds

to taking the symbol of a differential operator. (Recall that the symbol of a global differential op-
erator on a variety, or an algebraic stack, M is a function on the cotangent bundle to M . In our
case, M = Bun(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞ and T ∗M is isomorphic to the stack of Higgs bundles.) The surjectivity
of (3.10) follows in the same way as above. Thus, we can obtain another proof of Theorem 3.4
this way.

3.4. Hitchin systems with non-trivial characters

In Section 2.8 we have generalized the definition of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) to allow for non-trivial

characters χi : tmi g�t � → C and χ∞ : tm∞g�t � → C. A similar generalization is also possible
classically. In order to define it, we apply a Hamiltonian reduction.

Let us recall that any character χ : tmg�t � → C is necessarily trivial on the Lie subalgebra
t2mg�t � and hence is determined by a character tmg�t �/t2mg�t � → C, which is just an arbitrary
linear functional on tmg�t �/t2mg�t � as this Lie algebra is abelian. We will write it in the form

χ =
−2m∑

k=−m−1

χkt
k dt, χk ∈ g∗

(with respect to the residue pairing).
Now consider the cotangent bundle T ∗M(2mi),2m∞

G,(zi ),∞ which is isomorphic to (3.2) with
mi �→ 2mi , m∞ �→ 2m∞. This is a Poisson manifold equipped with a Poisson action of the com-
mutative Lie group

∏
α=1,...,N,∞ Gmα,2mα , where Gm,2m is the Lie group of tmg�t �/t2mg�t �.

Now we apply the Hamiltonian reduction with respect to this action and the one-point orbit in
the dual space to the Lie algebra of

∏
α=1,...,N,∞ Gmα,2mα corresponding to ((χi),χ∞).

Let us denote the resulting Poisson manifold by M(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞;(χi ),χ∞ . Its points may be identified

with collections ((gi), g∞;η), where gi ∈ Gmi
, g∞ ∈ Gm∞ (where Gm is the Lie group of gm

and Gm is the Lie group of gm) and η is a one-form (3.3), where Ai(t − zi) now has the form

Ai(t − zi)d(t − zi) =
( −1∑

k=−mi

Ai,k(t − zi)
k +

−2mi∑
k=−mi−1

ηk(t − zi)
k

)
d(t − zi), Ai,k ∈ g∗,

and similarly for A∞(t−1)d(t−1). In other words, we allow the polar parts of η to have or-
ders 2mα , but fix the mα most singular terms in the expansion to be given by the character
Adgα (χα).

Consider now the Hitchin map defined by formula (3.4). Taking pull-backs of polynomial
functions via the Hitchin map, we obtain a Poisson commutative subalgebra A(mi),m∞(g)(χ ),χ∞
(zi ),∞ i
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in the algebra of functions on the Poisson manifold M(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞;(χi ),χ∞ generalizing Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g).

This manifold fibers over
∏N

i=1 Gmi
× Gm∞ . In the case when all χα ≡ 0 the fiber over the iden-

tify element in
∏N

i=1 Gmi
× Gm∞ is a Poisson submanifold isomorphic to

∏N
i=1 g∗

mi
× g∗

m∞ with
its Kirillov–Kostant structure. This means that the restriction of the algebra of Hitchin Hamilto-
nians to this fiber gives rise to a Poisson commutative subalgebra of

⊗
i=1,...,N S(gmi

)⊗S(gm∞).
But for general characters (χi),χ∞ the fiber over the identity element is no longer a Poisson

submanifold (in other words, its defining ideal is not a Poisson ideal). This is due to the fact
that gm acts non-trivially on non-zero characters χ : tmg�t � → C. Therefore we cannot restrict
the Hitchin system to this fiber. The best we can do is to consider the commutative Poisson
subalgebra in the algebra of functions on the entire manifold M(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞;(χi ),χ∞ . This is analogous

to the fact that we cannot realize the corresponding quantum algebras A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(χi ),χ∞ as

subalgebras of universal enveloping algebras, as we pointed out in Section 2.8.8

However, as in the quantum case, there one exception, namely, when the characters χi ≡ 0 for
all i = 1, . . . ,N , and the character χ∞ becomes zero when restricted to tm+1g�t �. It may then
take non-zero values on g ⊗ tm 
 g, determined by some χ ∈ g∗. In this case the fiber of our
Poisson manifold over the identity is Poisson and is isomorphic to

∏N
i=1 g∗

mi
× g∗

m∞−1 with its
Kirillov–Kostant structure. This means that the restriction of the algebra of Hitchin Hamiltonians
to this fiber gives rise to a Poisson commutative subalgebra of

⊗
i=1,...,N S(gmi

) ⊗ S(gm∞−1).
This Poisson algebra may be described in more concrete terms as follows. Note that the fiber

of M(mi),m∞
G,(zi ),∞;(0),χ

at the identity is the space of one-forms

η =
( ∑

i=1,...,N

−1∑
k=−mi

Ai,k(t − zi)
k −

m∞−2∑
k=0

A∞,−k−2t
k − χtm∞−1

)
dt, (3.11)

where Aα,k ∈ g∗. In other words, we fix the leading singular term of η at the point ∞ to be equal
to χ ∈ g∗.

This space is thus isomorphic to
∏N

i=1 g∗
mi

× g∗
m∞−1, and the algebra of polynomial func-

tions on it is isomorphic, as a Poisson algebra, to
⊗

i=1,...,N S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞−1), as we dis-

cussed above. Now we define A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(0),χ as the Poisson subalgebra of

⊗
i=1,...,N S(gmi

)⊗
S(gm∞−1) generated by the coefficients of the invariant polynomials P �(η) in front of the mono-
mials in (t − zi)

−ni tn∞ . One shows in the same way as above that this is a Poisson commutative
subalgebra of

⊗
i=1,...,N S(gmi

) ⊗ S(gm∞−1).

Now, we claim that the algebra A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(0),χ , discussed at the very end of Section 2.8,

is a quantization of the Poisson algebra A(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)(0),χ for any χ ∈ g∗. We will prove this in

Section 3.6 in the special case when N = 1, m1 = 1 and m2 = 1 (we will also set z1 = 0, but this
is not essential). The proof in general is very similar and will be omitted.

We thus set out to prove that the algebra A1,1
0,∞(g)0,χ , denoted by Aχ in Section 2.7, is a quan-

tization of the algebra A1,1
0,∞(g)0,χ , just defined. Let us denote the latter by Aχ . By definition,

8 This discussion suggests these algebras may instead be realized as commutative subalgebras of algebras of twisted

differential operators on M(mi ),m∞ , with the twisting determined by the characters (χi ),χ∞ .

G,(zi ),∞
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Aχ is a commutative subalgebra of U(g), and Aχ is a Poisson commutative subalgebra of S(g).
Saying that Aχ is a quantization of Aχ simply means that

gr Aχ = Aχ , (3.12)

where gr Aχ is the associated graded algebra of Aχ with respect to the PBW filtration on U(g).
First, we take a closer look at Aχ and show that it is nothing but the shift of argument subal-

gebra introduced in [38].

3.5. The shift of argument subalgebra Aχ

Let us fix χ ∈ g∗ and consider the space of one-forms (3.11) in the special case when N = 1,
z1 = 0, m1 = 1 and m2 = 1. This space consists of the one-forms

η = A

t
− χ, A ∈ g∗,

and is therefore isomorphic to g∗. Following the above general definition, we define Aχ =
A1,1

0,∞(g)0,χ as the subalgebra of S(g) = Fung∗ generated by the coefficients of the polynomials
in t ,

P i

(
A

t
− χ

)
, i = 1, . . . , �.

Equivalently, Aχ is the subalgebra of Fung∗ generated by the iterated directional derivatives
Di

χP of invariant polynomials P ∈ (Sg)g = Fung∗ in the direction χ , where

DχP(x) = d

du

∣∣∣∣
u=0

P(x + uχ). (3.13)

This definition makes it clear that Aχ = Acχ for any non-zero c ∈ C. We also have Adg(Aχ ) =
AAdg(χ) for any g ∈ G.

Note that for any P ∈ Sg, x ∈ g∗ and u ∈ C, we have

P(x + uχ) =
∑
m�0

um

m! D
m
χ P (x).

Therefore we find that Aχ may also be defined as the subalgebra of Sg generated by the shifted
polynomials

Puχ(x) = P(x + uχ), (3.14)

where P varies in (Sg)g and u ∈ C.
The algebra Aχ was introduced in [38], where it was shown to be Poisson commutative and

of maximal possible transcendence degree dimb, where b is a Borel subalgebra of g, provided
χ is regular semi-simple element of g∗ 
 g. Here and below we identify g and g∗ using a non-
degenerate invariant inner product on g. These results were recently elucidated and extended by
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B. Kostant to regular nilpotent elements χ [34]. We will show now that a slight generalization of
the arguments used in [34,38] yields the same result for all regular elements. We recall that a ∈ g

is called regular if its centralizer in g has the smallest possible dimension; namely, �, the rank
of g.

Theorem 3.11. Let χ be any regular element of g∗ 
 g. Then Aχ is a free polynomial algebra in
dimb generators

Dni
χ P i, i = 1, . . . , �; ni = 0, . . . , di, (3.15)

where P i is a generator of S(g)g of degree di + 1 and Dχ is the derivative in the direction of χ

given by formula (3.13).

Proof. It is clear from the definition that Aχ is generated by the iterated derivatives (3.15).
Therefore we need to prove that the above polynomial functions on g∗ are algebraically inde-
pendent for regular χ . For that it is sufficient to show that the differentials of these functions at
a particular point η ∈ g∗ are linearly independent. Note that we have

P i(x + uχ) =
di+1∑
m=0

um

m! D
m
χ P i(x),

where the last coefficient, D
di+1
χ P i(x), is a constant. Thus, we need to show that the coeffi-

cients Ci,k = Ci,k(η) ∈ g appearing in the u-expansion of the differential dP i(x + uχ)|x=η of
P i(x + uχ) (considered as a function of x ∈ g∗ with fixed u) at η ∈ g∗,

dP i(x + uχ) =
di∑

k=0

Ci,ku
k,

are linearly independent.
Note that for any η ∈ g∗ and any g-invariant function P on g∗ we have [η,dP (η)] = 0. There-

fore we have [
η + uχ,dP i(η + uχ)

] = 0.

Expanding the last equation in powers of u, we obtain the following system (see Lemma 6.1.1
of [38]):

[η,Ci,0] = 0,

[η,Ci,k] + [χ,Ci,k−1] = 0, 0 < k < di,

[χ,Ci,di
] = 0. (3.16)

Let us first prove that the elements Ci,k are linearly independent when χ is a regular nilpotent
element, following an idea from the proof of this theorem for regular semi-simple χ given in [38].
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Let {e,2ρ̌, f } be an sl2-triple in g such that e = χ . We choose the element ρ̌ as our η – this
is the point at which we evaluate the Ci,k’s. Under the adjoint action of ρ̌ the Lie algebra g

decomposes as follows:

g =
h⊕

i=−h

gi ,

where h is the Coxeter number. Here g0 is the Cartan subalgebra containing ρ̌ and e is an element
of g1.

Let

Wj = span{Ci,k | i = 1, . . . , �; k = 0, . . . , j},

where we set Ci,k = 0 for k > di . We will now prove that the following equality is true for all
j � 0:

Wj =
j⊕

i=0

gi . (3.17)

Let us prove it for j = 0. The first equation in (3.16) implies that Ci,0, i = 1, . . . , �, belong
to g0. Furthermore, since ρ̌ is regular, they span g0, by [33]. Therefore W0 = g0.

Now suppose that we have proved (3.17) for j = 0, . . . ,m. Let us prove it for j = m + 1.
According to Eqs. (3.16), we have

ad ρ̌ · Wm+1 = ad e · Wm.

It follows from general results on representations of sl2 that the map

ad e : gi → gi+1

is surjective for all i � 0. Therefore, using our inductive assumption, we obtain that ad e · Wm =⊕m+1
i=1 gi . Since ad ρ̌ is invertible on this space and the kernel of ad ρ̌ on the entire g is equal to g0,

we find that Wm+1 is necessarily contained in
⊕m+1

i=0 gi and its projection onto
⊕m+1

i=1 gi along
g0 is surjective. On the other hand, Wm+1 contains Ci,0, i = 1, . . . , �, and therefore contains g0.
Hence we obtain the equality (3.17) for j = m + 1. This completes the inductive step and hence
proves (3.17) for all j � 0.

Setting j = h, we obtain that the span of the elements Ci,ni
, i = 1, . . . , �; ni = 0, . . . , di , is

equal to
⊕h

i=0 gh, which is a Borel subalgebra b of g. Its dimension is equal to the number
of these elements, which implies that they are linearly independent. This proves that the poly-
nomials (3.15) are algebraically independent, and so Aχ is a free polynomial algebra in dimb

generators, if χ is a regular nilpotent element.
Now we derive that the same property holds for Aχ , where χ is an arbitrary regular ele-

ment, following an argument suggested to us by L. Rybnikov (see also [34]). Consider the subset
S ⊂ g∗ 
 g of all elements satisfying the property that the polynomials (3.15) are algebraically
independent. It is clear that this is a Zariski open subset of g, and it is non-empty since it contains
regular nilpotent elements. Let χ be a regular element of g∗ 
 g. Recall that we have Aχ = Acχ
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for any non-zero c ∈ C and Adg(Aχ ) = AAdg(χ) for any g ∈ G, where G is the adjoint group
of g. This implies that S is a conic subset of g that is invariant under the adjoint action of G.
According to [33], the adjoint orbit of any regular element of g contains an element of the form
e +A, where e is a regular nilpotent element of an sl2-triple {e,2ρ̌, f }, and A ∈ ⊕

i�0 gi . Hence
we may restrict ourselves to the elements χ of this form.

Suppose that some χ of this form does not belong to the set S. Then neither do the elements

χc = c Ad ρ̌(c)−1(χ), c ∈ C
×,

where ρ̌ : C
× → G is the one-parameter subgroup of G corresponding to ρ̌ ∈ g. But then the

limit of χc as c → 0 should not be in S. However, this limit is equal to e, which is a regular
nilpotent element, and hence belongs to S. This is a contradiction, which implies that all regular
elements of g belong to S. This completes the proof. �

The Poisson commutativity of Aχ follows from the above general results about the commu-
tativity of the Hitchin Hamiltonians. It also follows from Theorem 3.14 below.

3.6. The quantization theorem

In [53] the problem of the existence of a quantization of Aχ was posed: does there exist a
commutative subalgebra Aχ of U(g) which satisfies (3.12)?

Such a quantization has been constructed for g of classical types in [42], using twisted Yan-
gians, and for g = sln in [50], using the symmetrization map, and in [8], using explicit formulas.
In [46] it was shown that, if it exists, a quantization of Aχ is unique for generic χ .

Recently, the quantization problem was solved in [45] for any simple Lie algebra g and any
regular semi-simple χ ∈ g∗. More precisely, it was shown in [45] that the algebra Aχ , constructed
in essentially the same way as in Section 2.7, is a quantization of Aχ for any regular semi-
simple χ .

We will now prove that Aχ is a quantization of Aχ for any regular χ ∈ g∗. First, we prove the
following statement, which is also implicit in [45].

Proposition 3.12. The algebra Aχ is contained in gr Aχ for any χ ∈ g∗.

Proof. By definition (see Section 2.7) and Proposition 2.8, the algebra Aχ is generated by the
coefficients of the Laurent expansion of id⊗χ(Φ

1,2
u,(0)(A)) at u = 0, where A ranges over a system

of generators of z( ĝ ). Therefore we need to show that the symbol of each of these coefficients
belongs to Aχ .

Since Φ
1,2
u,(0)(T A) = ∂uΦ

1,2
u,(0)(A), where T ∈ Der O is the translation operator given by (2.6),

it suffices in fact to consider a system of generators of z( ĝ ) as an algebra endowed with the
derivation T (equivalently, as a commutative vertex algebra).

By Theorem 3.8, gr(z( ĝ )) = S( ĝ−)g�t � and, by Theorem 3.7, S( ĝ−)g�t � is generated, as an
algebra endowed with the derivation T , by the polynomials P−1, as P varies in (Sg)g. It follows
that z( ĝ ) is generated, as an algebra with a derivation, by elements Π−1, where Π−1 is such that
its symbol is P−1, and P varies in (Sg)g.

The computation of the symbol of id⊗χ(Φ
1,2
u,(0)(Π−1)) will be carried out in Lemma 3.13

below. To that end, it will be necessary to choose the lifts Π−1 in the following way. First, we
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will only consider homogeneous generators of Sg. If P ∈ Sdg, then P−1 is of degree d with
respect to the Z+-grading on S( ĝ−) introduced in Section 3.2. We may, and will, assume that
the lift Π−1 to z( ĝ ) is also homogeneous of degree d .

The proof of Proposition 3.12 is now completed by the following calculation. Let Π ∈ U( ĝ−)

be an element of order d ∈ N and degree d with respect to the Z+-grading on U( ĝ−). Consider its
symbol σ(Π) ∈ Sd(g⊗ t−1) as an element P ∈ Sdg via the linear isomorphism g⊗ t−1 ∼= g. For
each n ∈ Z denote by ((id⊗χ) ◦ Φ

1,2
u,(0)(Π))n the coefficient of un in (id⊗χ) ◦ Φ

1,2
u,(0)(Π). �

Lemma 3.13. For any k � 0 the following holds: if Dk
χP = 0, then the symbol of

(id⊗χ) ◦ Φ
1,2
u,(0)(Π) is equal to

σ
(
(id⊗χ) ◦ Φ

1,2
u,(0)

(Π)
)
−d+k

= (−1)k

k! Dk
χP.

Proof. By assumption, Π is a linear combination of lexicographically ordered monomials of the
form

Π(ai,ni ,bj ) = J
a1−n1

· · ·J ap

−np
J

b1−1 · · ·J bq

−1,

where n1 � · · · � np � 2,

ord(Π(ai ,ni ,bj )) = p + q � d and deg(Π(ai ,ni ,bj )) =
∑

i

ni + q = d.

Note that if p = 0, then

ord(Π(ai ,ni ,bj )) = p + q <
∑

i

ni + q = d,

since ni � 2. Thus, only the monomials with p = 0 contribute to σ(Π), so that

σ(Π) =
∑

1�b1�···�bd�dimg

αb1,...,bd
J

b1−1 · · ·J bd

−1

for some constants αb1,...,bd
∈ C, where the product is now that of S( ĝ−) and

P =
∑

1�b1�···�bd�dimg

αb1,...,bd
J b1 · · ·J bd .

For P = P i this is in fact the statement of Lemma 3.9.
By (2.10),

(id⊗χ) ◦ Φ
1,2
u,(0)(Π(ai ,ni ,bj )) =

(
J bq

u
− χ

(
J bq

))
· · ·

(
J b1

u
− χ

(
J b1

))
J ap

unp
· · · J a1

un1

= u−d
(
J bq − uχ

(
J bq

)) · · · (
J b1 − uχ

(
J b1

))
J ap · · ·J a1 .
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The coefficient of u−d+k in (id⊗χ) ◦ Φ
1,2
u,(0)(Π(ai ,ni ,bj )) is therefore an element of Ug of order

� p+q −k. If p = 0, this is strictly less than
∑

i ni +q −k = d −k since ni � 2. If, on the other
hand, p = 0, then the coefficient of u−d+k is proportional to a lexicographically ordered mono-
mial in Ug of order d . It therefore follows that σ((id⊗χ) ◦ Φ

1,2
u,(0)(Π))−d+k is the coefficient

of uk in ∑
1�b1�···�bd�dimg

αb1,...,bd

(
J bd − uχ

(
J bd

)) · · · (
J b1 − uχ

(
J b1

)) = u−dP (· − uχ),

provided that this coefficient is non-zero (otherwise, we would obtain the symbol of the first
non-zero lower order term). This implies the statement of the lemma. �
Theorem 3.14. For regular χ ∈ g∗ we have gr Aχ = Aχ , and so the commutative algebra

Aχ ⊂ Ug is a quantization of the shift of argument subalgebra Aχ ⊂ Sg.

Proof. We know that Aχ is generated by

Dki
χ P i, i = 1, . . . , �; 0 � ki � di.

On the other hand, it follows from the definition of Aχ that it is generated by(
(id⊗χ) ◦ Φ

1,2
u,(0)(Si)

)
−di−1+ki

, i = 1, . . . , �; 0 � ki � di .

If χ is regular, then each D
ki
χ P i = 0, by Theorem 3.11, and therefore Lemma 3.13 implies that

the generators of Aχ are equal to the symbols of the generators of Aχ , up to non-zero scalars.

In addition, the generators D
ki
χ P i of Aχ are algebraically independent for regular χ , by The-

orem 3.11. Therefore, again applying Lemma 3.13, we obtain that the symbol of any non-zero
element of Aχ is a non-zero element of Aχ . Therefore gr Aχ ⊂ Aχ . Combining this with Propo-
sition 3.12, we obtain the assertion of the theorem. �

For non-regular χ , Proposition 3.12 implies that all elements of Aχ may be quantized, i.e.,
lifted to commuting elements of Aχ , but this still leaves open the possibility that the quantum
algebra Aχ is larger than its classical counterpart Aχ (we thank L. Rybnikov for pointing this
out). However, we conjecture that this never happens:

Conjecture 1. We have gr Aχ = Aχ for all χ ∈ g∗.

By Theorem 3.14, this conjecture holds in the regular case, and it also holds in the most
degenerate case when χ = 0. In that case Aχ is the center Z(g) of U(g) and Aχ = S(g)g.

3.7. The DMT Hamiltonians

As we saw in Section 2.6, one can write down explicit formulas for quadratic generators of
the algebra Z (1),1

(zi ),∞(g); these are the original Gaudin Hamiltonians Ξi , i = 1, . . . ,N .
In this section we determine quadratic generators of the algebra Aχ for a regular semi-simple

χ ∈ g. They turn out to be none other than the DMT Hamiltonians discussed in the Introduction.
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Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of g containing χ and � ⊂ h∗ the root system of g. For each
α ∈ �, let slα2 = 〈eα, fα,hα〉 ⊂ g be the corresponding three-dimensional subalgebra and denote
by

Cα = (α,α)

2
(eαfα + fαeα)

its truncated Casimir operator with respect to the restriction to slα2 of a fixed non-degenerate
invariant inner product (·,·) on g. Note that Cα is independent of the choice of the root vectors
eα, fα and satisfies C−α = Cα . Let

hreg = h
∖ ⋃

α∈�

Ker(α)

be the variety of regular elements in h, V a g-module and V = hreg × V the holomorphically
trivial vector bundle over hreg with fiber V . Millson and Toledano Laredo [36,52], and, inde-
pendently, De Concini (unpublished; a closely related connection was also considered in [18])
introduced the following holomorphic connection on V:

∇h = d − h

2

∑
α∈�

dα

α
· Cα = d − h

∑
α∈�+

dα

α
· Cα,

where � = �+ ��− is the partition of � into positive and negative roots determined by a choice
of simple roots α1, . . . , αn of g, and proved that ∇h is flat for any value of the complex parame-
ter h. Define, for every γ ∈ h, the function Tγ : hreg → End(V ) by

Tγ (χ) =
∑

α∈�+

α(γ )

α(χ)
Cα (3.18)

and note that Taγ+a′γ ′ = aTγ + a′T ′
γ . Then, the flatness of ∇h is equivalent to the equations

[Dγ − hTγ ,Dγ ′ − hTγ ′ ] = 0

for any γ, γ ′ ∈ h, where Dγ f (x) = d
dt

∣∣
t=0f (x + tγ ). Dividing by h and letting h tend to infinity

implies that, for a fixed χ ∈ hreg and any γ, γ ′ ∈ h,[
Tγ (χ), Tγ ′(χ)

] = 0.

In [53] it was shown that the algebra Aχ contains the Hamiltonians Tγ (χ). We now give
a proof of this result for completeness.

Let us identify g and g∗ using the invariant inner product (·,·). For each homogeneous poly-
nomial p ∈ Sg∗ of degree d and i = 1, . . . , d , let p

(i)
χ ∈ Sig∗ be defined by

p(i)
χ = Dd−i

χ p
,

(d − i)!
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where Dχf (x) = d
dt

∣∣
t=0f (x+ tχ). Note that if p is invariant under g, then p

(i)
χ is invariant under

the centralizer gχ ⊆ g of χ . The following result shows that, when χ ∈ hreg, the algebra Aχ

contains the symbols T γ (χ) of the Hamiltonians Tγ (χ) defined by (3.18).

Proposition 3.15. Assume that χ ∈ hreg. Then,

(i) Let p ∈ (Sg∗)g be homogeneous and q ∈ (Sh∗)W its restriction to h. Then

p(2)
χ = q(2)

χ + T γq (χ),

where q
(2)
χ = Dd−2

χ q/(d − 2)! and γq = dq(χ) ∈ T ∗
χ h ∼= h is the differential of q at χ and

the cotangent space T ∗
χ h is identified with h by means of the form (·,·).

(ii) As p varies over the homogeneous elements of (Sg∗)g, γq ranges over the whole of h.

We will need the following

Lemma 3.16. If p ∈ Sg∗ is g-invariant and χ ∈ h, then for any α ∈ �,

α(χ)DeαDfαp
(2)
χ = Dhαp(χ).

Proof. Let P ∈ (g∗)⊗d be the symmetric, multilinear function on g defined by p(x) =
P(x, . . . , x). The g-invariance of p implies that

0 = ad∗(eα)P (fα,χ, . . . , χ︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1

)

= −P(hα,χ, . . . , χ︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−1

) + (d − 1)α(χ)P (fα, eα,χ, . . . , χ︸ ︷︷ ︸
d−2

)

= − 1

d
Dhαp(χ) + α(χ)

d − 1

d! DeαDfαDd−2
χ p,

whence the claimed result. �
Proof of Proposition 3.15. (i) Let ν : g → g∗ be the isomorphism of g-modules induced by (·,·).
Since p

(2)
χ ∈ S2g∗ is invariant under h = gχ , and (eα, fα) = 2/(α,α), we have

p(2)
χ = p(2)

χ

∣∣
h

+
∑

α∈�+

(
(α,α)

2

)2

ν(eα)ν(fα)DeαDfαp
(2)
χ

= p(2)
χ

∣∣
h

+
∑

α∈�+

(
(α,α)

2

)2

ν(eα)ν(fα)
Dhαp(χ)

α(χ)

= p(2)
χ

∣∣
h

+
∑

α∈�+

(α,α)

2
ν(eα)ν(fα)

dp(χ)(ν−1(α))

α(χ)
,

where the second equality follows from Lemma 3.16.
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(ii) As p ranges over the homogeneous elements of (Sg∗)g, q ranges over those of (Sh∗)W =
C[c1, . . . , cn]. The differential of the latter span T ∗

χ h since the Jacobian of c1, . . . , cn at χ ∈ h is
proportional to

∏
α∈�+ α(χ) [5, V.5.4] and is therefore non-zero since χ is regular. �

Now, according to Theorem 3.14, any element of Aχ may be lifted to Aχ . We already know
that h ⊂ Aχ . An arbitrary lifting of T γ (χ) ∈ Aχ to U(g) is equal to Tγ (χ) + J , where J ∈ g.
But the lifting to Aχ has to commute with h. Therefore J ∈ h and so Tγ (χ) itself belongs to Aχ

for all γ ∈ h.

4. Recollections on opers

In order to describe the universal Gaudin algebra and its various quotients introduced in Sec-
tion 2 we need to recall the description of z( ĝ ). According to [16,20], z( ĝ ) is identified with
the algebra Fun OpLG(D) of (regular) functions on the space OpLG(D) of LG-opers on the disc
D = Spec C�t �. Here LG is the Lie group of adjoint type corresponding to the Lie algebra Lg

whose Cartan matrix is the transpose of that of g. Note that LG is the Langlands dual group of
the connected simply-connected Lie group G with Lie algebra g.

In this section we collect results on opers that we will need (for a more detailed exposition,
see [25]). Then in the next section we describe z( ĝ ) and the Gaudin algebras in terms of opers.

4.1. Definition of opers

Let G be a simple algebraic group of adjoint type, B a Borel subgroup and N = [B,B]
its unipotent radical, with the corresponding Lie algebras n ⊂ b ⊂ g. The quotient H = B/N is
a torus. Choose a splitting H → B of the homomorphism B → H and the corresponding splitting
h → b at the level of Lie algebras. Then we have a Cartan decomposition g = n− ⊕ h ⊕ n. We
choose generators {ei}, i = 1, . . . , �, of n and generators {fi}, i = 1, . . . , � of n− corresponding
to simple roots, and denote by ρ̌ ∈ h the sum of the fundamental coweights of g. Then we have
the following relations:

[ρ̌, ei] = ei, [ρ̌, fi] = −fi, i = 1, . . . , �.

A G-oper on a smooth curve X (or a disc D 
 Spec C�t � or a punctured disc D× =
Spec C((t))) is by definition a triple (F ,∇, FB), where F is a principal G-bundle F on X, ∇ is
a connection on F and FB is a B-reduction of F such that locally on X, in the analytic or étale
topology, it has the following form. Choose a coordinate t and a trivialization of FB on a suf-
ficiently small open subset of X (in the analytic or étale topology, respectively) over which FB

may be trivialized. Then the connection operator ∇∂t corresponding to the vector field ∂t has the
form

∇∂t = ∂t +
�∑

i=1

ψi(t)fi + v(t), (4.1)

where each ψi(t) is a nowhere vanishing function, and v(t) is a b-valued function. The space of
G-opers on X is denoted by OpG(X).

This definition is due to A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld [7] (in the case when X is the punctured
disc opers were first introduced in [10]).
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In particular, suppose that U = SpecR and t is a coordinate on U . It is clear what this means
if U = D or D×, and if U is an affine curve with the ring of functions R, then t is an étale
morphism U → A

1 (for example, if U = C
× = Spec C[t, t−1], then tn is a coordinate for any

non-zero integer n). Then OpG(U) has the following explicit realization: it is isomorphic to the
quotient of the space of operators of the form9

∇ = ∂t +
�∑

i=1

ψi(t)fi + v(t), ev(t) ∈ b(R), (4.2)

where each ψi(t) ∈ R is a nowhere vanishing function, by the action of the group B(R). Recall
that the gauge transformation of an operator ∂t + A(t), where A(t) ∈ g(R) by g(t) ∈ G(R) is
given by the formula

g · (
∂t + A(t)

) = ∂t + gA(t)g−1 − ∂tg · g−1.

There is a unique element g(t) ∈ H(R) such that the gauge transformation of the opera-
tor (4.2) by H(R) has the form

∇ = ∂t +
�∑

i=1

fi + v(t), v(t) ∈ b(R). (4.3)

This implies that OpG(U) is isomorphic to the quotient of the space of operators of the form (4.3)
by the action of the group N(R).

4.2. Canonical representatives

Set

p−1 =
�∑

i=1

fi.

The operator ad ρ̌ defines the principal gradation on b, with respect to which we have a di-
rect sum decomposition b = ⊕

i�0 bi . Let p1 be the unique element of degree 1 in n such that
{p−1,2ρ̌, p1} is an sl2-triple. Let

Vcan =
⊕
i∈E

Vcan,i

be the space of adp1-invariants in n, decomposed according to the principal gradation. Here

E = {d1, . . . , d�}
is the set of exponents of g (see [33]). Then p1 spans Vcan,1. Choose a linear generator pj

of Vcan,dj
(if the multiplicity of dj is greater than one, which happens only in the case g = D2n,

9 In order to simplify notation, from now on we will write ∇ for ∇∂t .
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dj = 2n, then we choose linearly independent vectors in Vcan,dj
). The following result is due to

Drinfeld and Sokolov [10] (the proof is reproduced in the proof of Lemma 2.1 of [21]).

Lemma 4.1. The gauge action of N(R) on the space of operators of the form (4.3) is free, and
each gauge equivalence class contains a unique operator of the form ∇ = ∂t +p−1 +v(t), where
v(t) ∈ Vcan(R), so that we can write

v(t) =
�∑

j=1

vj (t) · pj . (4.4)

Let x be a point of a smooth curve X and Dx = Spec Ox , D×
x = Spec Kx , where Ox is the

completion of the local ring of x and Kx is the field of fractions of Ox . Choose a formal coor-
dinate t at x, so that Ox 
 C�t � and Kx = C((t)). Then the space OpG(Dx) (resp., OpG(D×

x ))
of G-opers on Dx (resp., D×

x ) is the quotient of the space of operators of the form (4.1) where
ψi(t) = 0 take values in Ox (resp., in Kx ) and v(t) takes values in b(Ox) (resp., b(Kx)) by the
action of B(Ox) (resp., B(Kx)).

To make this definition coordinate-independent, we need to specify the action of the group of
changes of coordinates on this space. Suppose that s is another coordinate on the disc Dx such
that t = ϕ(s). In terms of this new coordinate the operator (4.3) becomes

∇∂t = ∇ϕ′(s)−1∂s
= ϕ′(s)−1∂s +

�∑
i=1

fi + ϕ′(s) · v
(
ϕ(s)

)
.

Hence we find that

∇∂s = ∂s + ϕ′(s)
�∑

i=1

fi + ϕ′(s) · v
(
ϕ(s)

)
.

4.3. Opers with singularities

A G-oper on Dx with singularity of order m at x is by definition (see [7, Section 3.8.8])
a B(Ox)-conjugacy class of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t + 1

tm

(
�∑

i=1

ψi(t)fi + v(t)

)
, (4.5)

where ψi(t) ∈ Ox , ψi(0) = 0, and v(t) ∈ b(Ox). Equivalently, it is an N(Ox)-equivalence class
of operators

∇ = ∂t + 1

tm

(
p−1 + v(t)

)
, v(t) ∈ b(Ox). (4.6)

We denote the space of such opers by Op�m
(Dx).
G
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Let mx = tC�t � be the maximal ideal of Ox = C�t �. Then (mx/m
2
x)

∗ is naturally interpreted
as the tangent space Tx to x ∈ X. Let T ×

x be the corresponding C
×-torsor. Now consider the

affine space

g/G := Spec(Fung)G = Spec(Funh)W =: h/W.

It carries a natural C
×-action. We denote by (g/G)x,n = (h/W)x,n its twist by the C

×-torsor
(T ×

x )⊗n:

(g/G)x,n = (
T ×

x

)⊗n ×C× g/G.

Define the m-residue map

resm : Op�m
G (Dx) → (g/G)x,m−1 = (h/W)x,m−1 (4.7)

sending ∇ of the form (4.6) to the image of p−1 + v(0) in h/W . It is clear that this map is
independent of the choice of coordinate t (which was the reason for twisting by (T ×

x )⊗(m−1)).
This generalizes the definition of 1-residue given in [7, Section 3.8.11]. The 1-residue which
takes values in g/G = h/W and no twisting is needed. The definition of m-residue with m > 1
requires twisting by (T ×

x )⊗(m−1). Alternatively, we may view the m-residue map as a morphism

from Op�m
G (Dx) to the algebraic stack g/(G × C

×) 
 h/(W × C
×).

Introduce the following affine subspace gcan of g:

gcan =
{

p−1 +
�∑

j=1

yjpj , y ∈ C

}
. (4.8)

Recall from [33] that the adjoint orbit of any regular element in the Lie algebra g contains
a unique element which belongs to gcan. Thus, the corresponding morphism gcan → g/G = h/W

is an isomorphism.

Proposition 4.2. (See [10, Proposition 3.8.9].) The natural morphism Op�m
G (Dx) → OpG(D×

x )

is injective. Its image consists of those G-opers on D×
x whose canonical representatives have the

form

∇ = ∂t + p−1 +
�∑

j=1

t−m(dj +1)uj (t)pj , uj (t) ∈ C�t �. (4.9)

Moreover,

resm(∇) = p−1 +
(

u1(0) + 1

4
δm,1

)
p1 +

∑
j>1

uj (0)pj , (4.10)

which is an element of gcan = g/G (here we use the trivialization of Tx induced by the coordi-
nate t in the definition of resm).
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Proof. First, we bring an oper (4.5) to the form

∂t + 1

tm

(
p−1 +

�∑
j=1

cj (t)pj

)
, cj (t) ∈ C�t �

(in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.1). Next, we apply the gauge transformation by
ρ̌(t)−m and obtain

∂t + p−1 + mρ̌t−1 +
�∑

j=1

t−m(dj +1)cj (t)pj , cj (t) ∈ C�t �.

Finally, applying the gauge transformation by exp(−mp1/2t), we obtain the operator

∂t + p−1 +
(

t−m−1c1(t) − m2 − 2

4
t−2

)
p1 +

∑
j>1

t−m(dj +1)cj (t)pj ,

cj (t) ∈ C�t �. (4.11)

Thus, we obtain an isomorphism between the space Op�m
G (Dx) and the space of opers on D×

x

of the form (4.9). Moreover, comparing formula (4.11) with formula (4.9) we find that u1(t) =
c1(t)− m2−2

4 tm−1 and uj (t) = cj (t) for j > 1. Therefore the m-residue of the oper (4.9) is equal
to (4.10). �

If m = 1, then the corresponding opers are called opers with regular singularity. In m > 1,
then they are called opers with irregular singularity. In what follows we will often refer to the
1-residue of an oper with regular singularity simply as residue.

Given ν ∈ h/W , we denote by Op�1
G (Dx)ν the subvariety of Op�1

G (Dx) which consists of
those opers that have residue ν ∈ h/W .

In particular, the residue of a regular oper ∂t + p−1 + v(t), where v(t) ∈ b(Ox), is equal to
�(−ρ̌), where � is the projection h → h/W (see [7]). Indeed, a regular oper may be brought to
the form (4.6), using the gauge transformation with ρ̌(t) ∈ B(Kx), after which it takes the form

∂t + 1

t

(
p−1 − ρ̌ + t · ρ̌(t)

(
v(t)

)
ρ̌(t)−1)

.

If v(t) is regular, then so is ρ̌(t)(v(t))ρ̌(t)−1. Therefore the residue of this oper in h/W is equal
to �(−ρ̌), and so OpG(Dx) = Op�1

G (Dx)�(−ρ̌).
Next, we consider opers with irregular singularities in more detail. Let m > 1. Denote by π the

projection g → g/G 
 h/W . Any point in g/G may be represented uniquely in the form π(y),
where y is a regular element of g of the form

y = p−1 + y = p−1 +
�∑

yjpj . (4.12)

j=1
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Let N(1)�t � be the first congruence subgroup of N �t �, which consists of all elements of N �t �
congruent to the identity modulo t . The next lemma follows from the definition.

Lemma 4.3. Let y be a regular element of g of the form (4.12). Then, for m > 1, the space
Op�m

G (Dx)π(y) of G-opers with singularity of order m and m-residue π(y) is isomorphic to the
quotient of the space of operators of the form

∂t + 1

tm
(p−1 + y) + v(t), v(t) ∈ t−1b�t �,

by N(1)�t �. Equivalently, it is isomorphic to the space of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t + p−1 +
�∑

j=1

(
yj t

−m(dj +1) + t−m(dj +1)+1wj(t)
)
pj , wj (t) ∈ C�t �.

4.4. Opers without monodromy

Suppose that λ̌ is a dominant integral coweight of g. Let OpG(Dx)λ̌ be the quotient of the
space of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t +
�∑

i=1

ψi(t)fi + v(t), (4.13)

where

ψi(t) = t 〈αi ,λ̌〉(κi + t (. . .)
) ∈ Ox, κi = 0,

and v(t) ∈ b(Ox), by the gauge action of B(Ox). Equivalently, OpG(Dx)λ̌ is the quotient of the
space of operators of the form

∇ = ∂t +
�∑

i=1

t 〈αi ,λ̌〉fi + v(t), (4.14)

where v(t) ∈ b(Ox), by the gauge action of N(Ox). Considering the N(Kx)-class of such an
operator, we obtain an oper on D×

x . Thus, we have a map OpG(Dx)λ̌ → OpG(D×
x ).

To understand better the image of OpG(Dx)λ̌ in OpLG(D×
x ), we introduce, following [27, Sec-

tion 2.9], a larger space OpG(Dx)
nilp

λ̌
as the quotient of the space of operators of the form (4.14),

where now

v(t) ∈ h(Ox) ⊕ t−1n(Ox),

by the gauge action of N(Ox).
Consider an operator of the form (4.14) with v(t) ∈ h(Ox) ⊕ t−1n(Ox). Denote by

v−1 =
∑

vα,−1eα ∈ n,
α∈�+
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the coefficient of v(t) in front of t−1. Then, according to the definition, OpG(Dx)λ̌ is the subva-

riety of OpG(Dx)
nilp

λ̌
defined by the equations vα,−1 = 0, α ∈ �+.

It is clear that the monodromy conjugacy class of an oper of the form (4.14) in OpG(Dx)
nilp

λ̌
is equal to exp(2πiv−1). Therefore OpG(Dx)λ̌ is the locus of monodromy-free opers in

OpG(Dx)
nilp

λ̌
.

We have the following alternative descriptions of OpG(Dx)λ̌ and OpG(Dx)
nilp

λ̌
.

Proposition 4.4. (See [21,27].) For any dominant integral coweight λ̌ of G the map
OpG(Dx)

nilp

λ̌
→ OpG(D×

x ) is injective and its image is equal to Op�1
G (Dx)�(−λ̌−ρ̌)

. Moreover,

the points of OpG(Dx)λ̌ ⊂ OpG(Dx)
nilp

λ̌
are precisely those G-opers with regular singularity and

residue �(−λ̌ − ρ̌) which have no monodromy around x.

In particular, we find that OpG(Dx)λ̌ is a subvariety in Op�1
G (Dx)�(−λ̌−ρ̌)

defined by |�+|
equations corresponding to vα,−1 = 0, α ∈ �+.

One may rewrite the elements vα,−1 = 0, α ∈ �+, which are the generators of the defin-
ing ideal of OpG(Dx)λ̌ in Fun Op�1

G (Dx)�(−λ̌−ρ̌)
, as polynomials in the canonical coordinates

uj,n, j = 1, . . . , �; n > 0, on Op�1
G (Dx)�(−λ̌−ρ̌)

obtained via Proposition 4.2 (here uj,n is the
tn-coefficient of uj (t) in (4.9)). It is easy to see that these generators are homogeneous of de-

grees 〈α, λ̌ + ρ̌〉, α ∈ �+, with respect to the grading on Fun Op�1
LG

(Dx)�(−λ̌−ρ̌)
defined by

the assignment deguj,n = n. For instance, for λ̌ = 0 these generators are uj,nj
, j = 1, . . . , �;

nj = 1, . . . , dj . Other examples are discussed in [19, Section 3.9].

5. Spectra of generalized Gaudin algebras and opers with irregular singularities

In this section we describe the algebra of endomorphisms of V0,κc , the center of the completed
enveloping algebra Uκc( ĝ ) and the action of the center on various ĝ-modules of critical level in
terms of LG-opers. We then derive from this description and some general results on coinvariants
[22,26] that the spectrum of the universal Gaudin algebra Z(zi ),∞(g) is identified with the space
of all LG-opers on P

1 with singularities of arbitrary orders at z1, . . . , zN and ∞. The spectrum of
the quotient Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g) of Z(zi ),∞(g) is identified with the subspace of those LG-opers which
have singularities of orders at most mi at zi and m∞ at ∞. We also describe the spectrum of the
algebra Aχ for regular semi-simple and regular nilpotent χ , and the joint eigenvalues of Aχ , and
its multi-point generalizations, on tensor products of finite-dimensional g-modules.

5.1. The algebra of endomorphisms of V0,κ

Let g be a simple Lie algebra. Recall that, by definition, the Langlands dual Lie algebra Lg is
the Lie algebra whose Cartan matrix is the transpose to the Cartan matrix of g. In what follows
we will choose Cartan decompositions of g and Lg and use the canonical identification

h∗ = Lh
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between h∗ and the Cartan subalgebra Lh of the Langlands dual Lie algebra Lg. In particular, we
will identify the weights and roots of g with the coweights and coroots of Lg, respectively, and
vice versa.

Recall that we denote by zκ( ĝ ) the algebra of endomorphisms of the vacuum module V0,κ of
level κ (see Section 2.4). We will now describe zκ( ĝ ) following [16,20] (for a detailed exposition,
see [25]).

Let LG be the adjoint group of Lg and OpLG(D) the space of LG-opers on the disc
D = Spec C�t � (see Section 4.1). Denote by Fun OpLG(D) the algebra of regular functions on
OpLG(D). In view of Lemma 4.1, it is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the space of
�-tuples (v1(t), . . . , v�(t)) of formal Taylor series, i.e., the space C�t ��. If we write

vi(t) =
∑
n<0

vi,nt
−n−1,

then we obtain

Fun OpLG(D) 
 C[vi,n]i=1,...,�;n<0. (5.1)

Let Der O = C�t �∂t be the Lie algebra of continuous derivations of the topological algebra
O = C�t �. The action of its Lie subalgebra Der0 O = tC�t �∂t on O exponentiates to an action of
the group Aut O of formal changes of variables. Both Der O and Aut O naturally act on V0,κ in
a compatible way, and these actions preserve zκ( ĝ ). They also act on the space OpLG(D). One
can check that the vector field −t∂t defines a Z+-grading on Fun OpLG(D) such that degvi,n =
di − n, and the vector field −∂t acts as a derivation such that −∂t · vi,n = −nvi,n−1.

Recall the critical invariant inner product κc introduced in Section 2.5.

Theorem 5.1. (See [16,20].)

(1) zκ( ĝ ) = C if κ = κc .
(2) There is a canonical isomorphism

zκc ( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG(D)

of algebras which is compatible with the actions of Der O and Aut O.

Since zκ ( ĝ ) is trivial for κ = κc, we will set κ = κc and omit κ from our notation.
Let again x be a smooth point of a curve x and Ox ⊂ Kx be as in Section 4.2. We have the

Lie algebra g(Kx) and its central extension ĝκc,x defined by the commutation relations (2.2).
Since the residue is coordinate-independent, the Lie algebra ĝκc,x is independent on the choice
of an isomorphism Kx 
 C((t)). We have a Lie subalgebra g(Ox) ⊂ ĝκc,x and we define the
corresponding vacuum module of level κc as

V0,x = Ind
ĝκc,x

g(Ox)⊕C1 C.

Set

z( ĝ )x = (V0,x)
g(Ox) = Endĝκ ,x V0,x .
c
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Then the compatibility of the isomorphism of Theorem 5.1 with the action of Aut O implies the
existence of the following canonical (i.e., coordinate-independent) isomorphism:

z( ĝ )x 
 Fun OpLG(Dx). (5.2)

Recall from Section 3.2 that the action of L0 = −t∂t ∈ Der O on the module V0 defines a Z-
grading on it such that degv0 = 0, degJ a

n = −n. The action of L−1 = −∂t ∈ Der O is given
by the translation operator T defined by formula (2.6). Theorem 5.1 and the isomorphism (5.1)

imply that there exist non-zero vectors Si ∈ V
g�t �
0 of degrees di + 1, i = 1, . . . , �, such that

z( ĝ ) = C
[
S

(n)
i

]
i=1,...,�;n�0v0,

where S
(n)
i = T nSi , and under the isomorphism of Theorem 5.1 we have

S
(n)
i �→ n!vi,−n−1, n � 0. (5.3)

The Z-gradings on both algebras get identified and the action of T on z( ĝ ) becomes the action
of −∂t on Fun OpLG(D).

Now recall from Section 3.2 that the PBW filtration on U( ĝκc ) induces a filtration on V0 such
that the associated graded is identified with

S
(
g((t))/g�t �) = Fun

(
g((t))/g�t �)∗ = Fun

(
g∗�t � dt

) 
 Fung∗�t �,

where we use the canonical non-degenerate pairing

φ(t) dt ∈ g∗�t � dt, A(t) ∈ g((t))/g�t � �→ Rest=0
〈
φ(t),A(t)

〉
dt,

and a coordinate t on D. Let

Invg∗�t � = (
Fung∗�t �)g�t �

be the algebra of g�t �-invariant functions on g∗�t �. According to Theorem 3.8, the map

gr z( ĝ ) → grV0 = Fung∗�t �

gives rise to an isomorphism

gr z( ĝ ) 
 Invg∗�t �.

In particular, the symbols of the generators S
(n)
i of z( ĝ ) have the following simple description.

Let Invg∗ be the algebra of g-invariant functions on g∗. By Theorem 3.1,

Invg∗ = C[P i]i=1,...�,

where the generators P i may be chosen in such a way that they are homogeneous and degP i =
di + 1.
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As in Section 3.2, we use the elements P i to construct generators of the algebra Invg∗�t �.
We will use the generators J a

n, n < 0, of S(g((t))/g�t �) = Fung∗�t �, which are the symbols of
J a

n |0〉 ∈ V0. These are linear functions on g∗�t � defined by the formula

J a
n

(
φ(t)

) = Rest=0
〈
φ(t), J a

〉
tn dt. (5.4)

We will also write

J a(z) =
∑
n<0

J a
nz

−n−1.

Let us write P i as a polynomial in the J a’s, P i = P i(J
a). Define a set of elements P i,n ∈

Fung∗�t � by the formula

P i

(
J a(z)

) =
∑
n<0

P i,nz
−n−1. (5.5)

Note that each of the elements P i,n is a finite polynomial in the J a
n’s. Now Theorems 3.7 and 3.8

imply the following:

Lemma 5.2. The generators P i of Invg∗ may be chosen in such a way that the symbol of
S

(n)
i ∈ z( ĝ ) is equal to n!P i,−n−1.

For example, we may choose the degree 2 vector S1 to be the Segal–Sugawara vector (2.16)
(it is unique up to a non-zero scalar). Its symbol is equal to

P 1,−1 = 1

2

∑
a

J a,−1J
a
−1,

where P 1 = 1
2

∑
a JaJ

a is the quadratic Casimir generator of Invg∗.
The algebra Fun OpLG(D) has a canonical filtration such that the associated graded algebra is

isomorphic to

Inv Lg�t � = (
Fun Lg�t �)LG�t �

(see [20, Section 11.3]). The spectrum of this algebra is the jet scheme of

Lg/LG = Spec
(
Fun Lg

)LG
.

Using the canonical isomorphisms

Lg/LG = Lh/W = h∗/W = g∗/G,

we identify the jet scheme of Lg/LG with the jet scheme of g∗/G. Therefore we have a canonical
isomorphism

Inv Lg�t � = Invg∗�t �. (5.6)
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On the other hand, we know that

gr z( ĝ ) = Invg∗�t �.
The following result is proved in [20, Theorem 11.4].

Proposition 5.3. The isomorphism z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG(D) of Theorem 5.1(2) preserves the filtra-
tions on both algebras, and the corresponding isomorphism of the associated graded algebras is
the isomorphism (5.6) multiplied by (−1)n on the subspaces of degree n.

5.2. The center of the completed enveloping algebra

Recall from [26] that V0 = V0,κc is a vertex algebra, and z( ĝ ) is its commutative vertex
subalgebra; in fact, it is the center of V0. We will also need the center of the completed universal
enveloping algebra of ĝ of critical level. This algebra is defined as follows.

Let Uκc( ĝ ) be the quotient of the universal enveloping algebra U( ĝκc ) of ĝκc by the ideal
generated by (1 − 1). Define its completion Ũκc ( ĝ ) as follows:

Ũκc ( ĝ ) = lim←− Uκc( ĝ )/Uκc ( ĝ ) · (
g ⊗ tNC�t �)

.

It is clear that Ũκc ( ĝ ) is a topological algebra which acts on all smooth ĝκc -module, i.e. such
that any vector is annihilated by g ⊗ tNC�t � for sufficiently large N , and the central 1 acts as the
identity. Let Z( ĝ ) be the center of Ũκc ( ĝ ).

Denote by Fun OpLG(D×) the algebra of regular functions on the space OpLG(D×) of LG-
opers on the punctured disc D× = Spec C((t)). In view of Lemma 4.1, it is isomorphic to the
algebra of functions on the space of �-tuples (v1(t), . . . , v�(t)) of formal Laurent series, i.e., the
ind-affine space C((t))�. If we write vi(t) = ∑

n∈Z
vi,nt

−n−1, then we obtain that Fun OpLG(D×)

is isomorphic to the completion of the polynomial algebra C[vi,n]i=1,...,�;n∈Z with respect to the
topology in which the basis of open neighborhoods of zero is formed by the ideals generated
by vi,n, i = 1, . . . , �; n � N , for N � 0.

Theorem 5.4. (See [16,20].) There is a canonical isomorphism

Z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×)

of complete topological algebras which is compatible with the actions of Der O and Aut O.

For a smooth point x ∈ X as above, we have the Lie algebra ĝκc,x . We define the completed
enveloping algebra Ũκc ( ĝx) of ĝκc,x in the same way as above. Let Z( ĝ )x be its center. Then
Theorem 5.4 implies the following isomorphism:

Z( ĝ )x 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×

x

)
.

Each element A ∈ V0 gives rise to a “vertex operator” which is a formal power series

Y [A,z] =
∑

A[n]z−n−1, A[n] ∈ Ũκc ( ĝ )
n∈Z
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(see [26, Section 4.2]). In particular, we have the elements Si,[n] attached to the generators Si ∈
z( ĝ ) ⊂ V0. Under the isomorphism of Theorem 5.4 we have

Si,[n] → vi,n. (5.7)

The algebra Ũκc ( ĝ ) has a PBW filtration, and its associated graded algebra is the completed
symmetric algebra S̃(g((t))) of g((t)), which we identify with the topological algebra Fung∗((t)).
Let P i,n be the symbol of the element Si,[n] in Fung∗((t)). These elements are given by the
formula

P i

(
J a(z)

) =
∑
n∈Z

P i,nz
−n−1, (5.8)

where

J a(z) =
∑
n∈Z

J a
nz

−n−1,

and the J a
n’s are the generators of Fung∗((t)), defined by the formula

J a
n

(
φ(t)

) = Rest=0
〈
φ(t), J a

〉
tn dt, φ(t) ∈ g∗((t)), n ∈ Z

(compare with formula (5.4)).
It is easy to see that the elements P i,n are G((t))-invariant elements of Fung∗((t)).

Moreover, they are topological generators of the algebra (Fung∗((t)))G((t)). More precisely,
(Fung∗((t)))G((t)) is isomorphic to a completion of the free polynomial algebra in P i,n, i =
1, . . . , �; n ∈ Z, see [7, Theorem 3.7.5].

On the other hand, the algebra Fun OpLG(D×) also has a canonical filtration such that the

associated graded algebra is canonically isomorphic to (Fun Lg((t)))
LG((t)). In the same way as

at the end of Section 5 we obtain a canonical isomorphism

(
Fun Lg((t))

)LG((t)) 
 (
Fung∗((t))

)G((t))
.

We can now take the symbol of vi,n, n ∈ Z, in (Fung∗((t)))G((t)) and compare it with P i,n =
σ(Si,[n]), where vi,n and Si,[n] are related by formula (5.7). Using the commutative vertex algebra
structures on z( ĝ ) and Fun OpLG(D) and Proposition 5.3, we obtain the following:

Lemma 5.5. The symbol of vi,n is equal to (−1)di+1P i,n.

If M is a smooth ĝκc -module, then the action of Z( ĝ ) on M gives rise to a homomorphism

Z( ĝ ) → Endĝκc
M.

For example, if M = V0, then using Theorems 5.1 and 5.4 we identify this homomorphism with
the surjection

Fun OpLG

(
D×)

� Fun OpLG(D)
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induced by the natural embedding

OpLG(D) ↪→ OpLG

(
D×)

.

Recall that the Harish–Chandra homomorphism identifies the center Z(g) of U(g) with the
algebra (Funh∗)W of polynomials on h∗ which are invariant with respect to the action of the
Weyl group W . Therefore a character Z(g) → C is the same as a point in Spec(Funh∗)W which
is the quotient h∗/W . For λ ∈ h∗ we denote by �(λ) its projection onto h∗/W . In particular,
Z(g) acts on Mλ and Vλ via its character �(λ + ρ). We also denote by Iλ the maximal ideal
of Z(g) equal to the kernel of the homomorphism Z(g) → C corresponding to the character
�(λ + ρ).

Recall that we have an isomorphism

g∗/G 
 h∗/W = Lh/W.

Let us denote by π the corresponding map g∗ → Lh/W .

Theorem 5.6.

(1) Let

Um = Ind
ĝκc

tmg�t �⊕C1 C.

The homomorphism Z( ĝ ) → Endĝκc
Um factors as

Z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×)

� Fun Op�m
LG

(D) ↪→ Endĝκc
Um.

(2) Let

Im,χ = Ind
ĝκc

tmg�t �⊕C1 Cχ ,

where χ ∈ g∗ and tmg�t � acts on Cχ via

tmg�t � → g ⊗ tm
χ−→ C.

The homomorphism Z( ĝ ) → Endĝκc
Im,χ factors as

Z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×)

� Fun Op�(m+1)
LG

(D)π(−χ) → Endĝκc
Im,χ , (5.9)

where Op�(m+1)
LG

(D)π(−χ) is the space of opers with singularity of order m+ 1 and the (m+ 1)-
residue π(−χ).

In addition, if χ is a regular element of g∗, then the last map in (5.9) is injective.

(3) Let M be a g-module on which the center Z(g) acts via its character �(λ + ρ), and let M

be the induced ĝκc -module. Then the homomorphism Z( ĝ ) → Endĝκc
M factors as

Z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×)

� Fun Op�1
LG

(D)�(−λ−ρ) → Endĝκc
M.
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(4) For an integral dominant weight λ ∈ h∗ the homomorphism

Fun OpLG

(
D×) → Endĝκc

Vλ

factors as

Fun OpLG

(
D×) → Fun OpLG(D)λ → Endĝκc

Vλ.

Proof. According to Proposition 4.2, the ideal of Op�m
LG

(D) in Fun OpLG(D×) is generated
by vi,ni

, i = 1, . . . , �; ni � m(di + 1). By formula (5.7), these correspond to Si,[ni ], i = 1, . . . , �;
ni � m(di + 1). It follows from the definition of vertex operators that for any A ∈ V0 of de-
gree N , the operators A[n], n � mN , act by zero on any vector that is annihilated by g ⊗ tmC�t �.
Since degSi = di + 1, we obtain that the homomorphism Z( ĝ ) → Endĝκc

Um factors as

Z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×)

� Fun Op�m
LG

(D) → Endĝκc
Um.

To complete the proof of part (1), we need to show that the last homomorphism is injective. It
suffices to prove that the map

Fun Op�m
LG

(D) → Um,

applied by acting on the generating vector of Um, is injective. This map preserves natural filtra-
tions on both spaces, and it is sufficient to show that the corresponding map of the associated
graded is injective.

The PBW filtration on U( ĝκc ) induces a filtration on Um, and the associated graded space is
identified with the symmetric algebra S(g((t))/tmg�t �). On the other hand, we have, by Proposi-
tion 4.2,

Fun Op�m
LG

(D) 
 C[vi,ni
]i=1,...,�;n<m(di+1).

Now Lemma 5.5 implies that

gr Fun Op�m
LG

(D) 
 C[P i,ni
]i=1,...,�;n<m(di+1)

(see formula (5.8)). Thus, we need to show that the map

C[P i,ni
]i=1,...,�;n<m(di+1) → S

(
g((t))/tmg�t �)

,

is injective. Let us apply the automorphism J a
n �→ Jn−m of g((t)) (considered as a vector space)

to both sides. Then we have P i,n �→ P i,n−m(di+1), and so the above map becomes

C[P i,ni
]i=1,...,�;n<0 → S

(
g((t))/g�t �)

,

which is injective by Theorem 3.7. This completes the proof of part (1).
Next, we prove part (2). We will work with Im−1,χ instead of Im,χ . According to the result of

part (1), we have an injective homomorphism from the algebra

Fun Op�m
L

(
D×) 
 C[vi,n ]i=1,...,�;n <m(d +1),
G i i i
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to Endĝκc
Um, sending

vi,ni
�→ Si,[ni ].

In addition, the commutative algebra

S(g) = S
(
g ⊗ tm−1) = C

[
J a

m−1

]
a=1...,dimg

also acts on Um and commutes with the action Fun Op�m
LG

(D×). Let us denote the generat-
ing vector of Um by vm. Since the elements J a

n , n � m, of ĝκc annihilate vm, we obtain from
Lemma 3.9 that the generator Si,[m(di+1)−1] acts on the generating vector of Um by multiplica-
tion by P i(J

a
m−1).

It follows from the definition that Im−1,χ is the quotient of Um by the maximal ideal in
S(g) = Fung∗ corresponding to χ ∈ g∗. Therefore we find that Si,[m(di+1)−1] ∈ Z( ĝ ) acts on
the generating vector of Im−1,χ , and hence on the entire module Im−1,χ , by multiplication by the
value of P i ∈ Fung∗ at χ ∈ g∗. By Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 4.2, this means that the action of
Fun Op�m

LG
(D×) on Im−1,χ factors through the algebra of functions on opers with singularity of

order m and the m-residue π(−χ).
Thus, we obtain that the homomorphism Z( ĝ ) → Endĝκc

Im−1,χ factors as

Z( ĝ ) 
 Fun OpLG

(
D×)

� Fun Op�m
LG

(D)π(−χ) → Endĝκc
Im−1,χ .

To complete the proof of part (2), we need to show that the last homomorphism is injective if χ

is regular. It suffices to show that the natural map

C[Si,[ni ]]i=1,...,�;ni<m(di+1)−1 → Im−1,χ (5.10)

obtained by acting on the generating vector of Im−1,χ , is injective. As in the proof of part (1), we
will derive this from the injectivity of the corresponding maps of associated graded spaces.

The associated graded space of Im−1,χ with respect to the PBW filtration on the universal
enveloping algebra of ĝκc is naturally identified with

S
(
g((t))/tm−1g�t �) 
 Fun

(
t−m+1g∗�t � dt

) 
 Fun
(
t−m+1g∗�t �)

.

Now, using Lemma 3.9, we obtain that the symbol of the image of a polynomial R in Si,[ni ] under
the map (5.10), considered as a function on t−m+1g∗�t �, is equal to the same polynomial R in
which we make a replacement

Si,[n] �→ P i,n

(· + χt−m
)

followed by the shift of argument by χt−m. Thus, injectivity of the associated graded map
of (5.10) is equivalent to the algebraic independence of the restrictions of

P i,ni
, i = 1, . . . , �; ni < m(di + 1) − 1,

which are functions on g∗((t)), to χt−m + t−m+1g∗�t �. Let us prove this algebraic independence.
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To simplify the argument, let us apply the automorphism of g((t)) sending J a
n to J a

n−m. Then
χt−m + t−m+1g∗�t � becomes χ + tg∗�t � and P i,n �→ P i,n−m(di+1). We therefore need to prove
that the restrictions of the polynomials P i,n, i = 1, . . . , �; n < −1, to χ + tg∗�t � ⊂ g∗�t � are
algebraically independent. This would follow if we show that their differentials at the point χ are
linearly independent.

Let us identify the cotangent space to χ ∈ g∗ with (g∗)∗ = g and the cotangent space to
χ ∈ χ + tg∗�t � with (tg∗�t �)∗ = g((t))/t−1g�t �. Since χ is regular, we obtain from [33] that the
values dP i |χ of the differentials dP i of the generators P i of the algebra Invg∗ at χ ∈ g∗ are
linearly independent vectors in the centralizer gχ of χ , considered as a subspace of g. Using the
explicit formula (5.5) for P i,n, we find that the value of dP i,n, n < −1, at χ ∈ g∗�t � is equal to

(dP i |χ ) ⊗ tn ∈ g((t))/t−1g�t �.
These vectors are linearly independent for i = 1, . . . , � and n < −1. Therefore the restrictions of
the polynomials P i,n, i = 1, . . . , �; n < −1, to χ + tg∗�t � ⊂ g∗�t � are algebraically independent,
and so the map (5.10) is injective. This completes the proof of part (2).

Part (3) of the Theorem is obtained by combining Theorem 12.4, Lemma 9.4 and Proposi-
tion 12.8 of [20].

Part (4) is established in [28, Lemma 1.7]. �
We note that parts (1) and (2) of the theorem may be interpreted as saying that the sup-

ports of the Z( ĝ )-modules Um and Im,χ , considered as subvarieties in OpLG(D×), are equal

to Op�(m+1)
LG

(D) and Op�(m+1)
LG

(D)π(−χ), respectively. If χ were not regular, then the support

of Im,χ would still be contained in Op�(m+1)
LG

(D)π(−χ), but it would not be equal to it (equiva-
lently, the last map in (5.9) would not be injective). For example, if χ = 0, we have Im,0 = Um,
and so the support of I0 is equal to Op�m

LG
(D). This explains the special role played by regular

characters χ .

5.3. Description of the Gaudin algebras

Now we are ready to show that the Gaudin algebras Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g), which were introduced

in Section 2.5, are isomorphic to algebras of functions on opers on P
1 \ {z1, . . . , zN ,∞}

with appropriate singularities at the points z1, . . . , zN and ∞. Here we follow the analysis of
[22, Section 2.5], where the Gaudin algebras were described in the case regular singularities
(when all mi and m∞ are equal to 1).

Let us denote by

OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞

the space of LG-opers on P
1 \ {z1, . . . , zN ,∞} whose restriction to D×

zi
belongs to

Op�mi
LG

(
D×

zi

) ⊂ OpLG

(
D×

zi

)
, i = 1, . . . ,N,

and whose restriction to D×∞ belongs to

Op�m∞
L

(
D×∞

) ⊂ OpLG

(
D×∞

)
.

G
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Thus, points of OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ are LG-opers on P

1 with singularities at zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , and
∞ of orders mi , i = 1, . . . ,N , and m∞, respectively (and regular elsewhere).

Theorem 5.7.

(1) There is an isomorphism of algebras

Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) 
 Fun OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ .

Let us fix a gmi
-module Mi for each i = 1, . . . ,N , and a gm∞ -module M∞. Then the following

holds:

(2) Suppose that we have mj = 1 and let Mj be a g-module on which the center Z(g) acts via

its character �(λ+ρ). Then the action of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) on

⊗N
i=1 Mi ⊗M∞ factors through

the algebra of functions on a subset of OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ , which consists of the opers with

regular singularity and 1-residue �(−λj − ρ) at zj .
(3) Under the assumptions of part (2), suppose in addition that λj is an integral dominant weight

and Mj = Vλj
is the finite-dimensional irreducible g-module with highest weight λj . Then

the action of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) on

⊗N
i=1 Mi ⊗ M∞ factors through the algebra of functions on

a subset of OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ , which consists of the opers with regular singularity at zj ,

1-residue �(−λj − ρ), and trivial monodromy around zj .

(4) Now let χ ∈ g∗ be a regular element. Set Mj = Imj ,χ . Then the action of Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g) on⊗N

i=1 Mi ⊗ M∞ factors through the algebra of functions on a subset of OpLG(P1)
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ ,

which consists of the opers with singularity of order mj + 1 at zj and (mj + 1)-residue
π(−χ) (here we trivialize the tangent space to zj using the global coordinate t on P

1).

An analogous result also holds with zj replaced by ∞.

Proof. Proof is a word-for-word repetition of the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2.7
of [22] (which corresponds to the special case of parts (1)–(3) of the above theorem when all the
mi ’s and m∞ are equal to 1). Using the general results of [26] about the action of commutative
vertex algebras on coinvariants, we show the following. Let M1, . . . ,MN and M∞ be ĝκc -mod-
ules. Then, as explained in Section 2.5, the universal Gaudin algebra Z(zi ),∞(g) acts on the
corresponding space H(M1, . . . ,MN,M∞) of coinvariants. Suppose that the action of Z( ĝ ) 

Fun OpLG(D×) on Mi factors through Fun OpMi

LG
(D×), where OpMi

LG
(D×) ⊂ OpLG(D×). Then,

in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 of [22] we obtain that the action of Z(zi ),∞(g)

factors through the space of LG-opers on P
1 \{z1, . . . , zN ,∞} whose restriction to the punctured

disc D×
zi

, i = 1, . . . ,N (resp., D×∞) belongs to OpMi
LG

(D×
zi

) (resp., OpMi
LG

(D×∞)).
Now we combine this result with the local statements of Theorem 5.6 describing the action

of the center on ĝκc -modules. This gives us the sought-after assertions about the factorization of
the action of the universal Gaudin algebra Z(zi ),∞(g) on particular modules.

To complete the proof of part (1), we need to show that the homomorphism

Fun OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ →

N⊗
U(gmi

) ⊗ U(gm∞) (5.11)

i=1
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obtained this way is injective. But its image is, by definition, the algebra Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g), and so the

injectivity of this homomorphism implies that we have an isomorphism

Fun OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ 
 Z (mi),m∞

(zi ),∞ (g), (5.12)

as stated in part (1) of the theorem.
In order to prove the injectivity we pass to the associated graded algebras. According to

Theorem 3.4, at the level of associated graded algebras the homomorphism (5.11) becomes the
homomorphism

Ψ
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ : Fun H(mi),m∞

G,(zi ),∞ →
⊗

i=1,...,N

S(gmi
) ⊗ S(gm∞)

defined in formula (3.7). By Lemma 3.3, Ψ
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ is injective. This implies the injectivity

of (5.11). Therefore we obtain an isomorphism (5.12). �
Note that the embedding

OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ ↪→ OpLG(Du)

obtained by restricting an oper to the disc Du around a point u ∈ P
1{z1, . . . , zN ,∞} gives rise to

a surjective homomorphism

Fun OpLG(Du) � Fun OpLG

(
P

1)(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ .

The corresponding homomorphism

z( ĝ )u � Z (mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ (g)

is nothing but the homomorphism Φ
(mi),m∞
(zi ),∞ from Section 2.5.

Observe also that part (1) of the theorem implies that the universal Gaudin algebra Z(zi ),∞(g)

is isomorphic to the (topological) algebra functions on the ind-affine space of all (meromorphic)
LG-opers on P

1 \ {z1, . . . , zN ,∞}.

5.4. The case of singularity of order 2

Consider a special case of the theorem when we have two points z1 = 0 and ∞, set m1 = 1
and m∞ = 1 and choose a regular χ ∈ g∗ corresponding to the point ∞. The corresponding
Gaudin algebra A1,1

0,∞(g)0,χ is the algebra Aχ introduced in Section 2.7.

Let OpLG(P1)π(−χ) be the space of LG-opers on P
1 with regular singularity at the point 0 and

with singularity of order 2 at ∞, with 2-residue π(−χ). This space has the following concrete
realization for regular χ .

Let us pick an element of the form

−p−1 − χ = −p−1 −
�∑

χjpj ∈ Lgcan
j=1
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(see formula (4.8) for the definition of Lgcan) in the conjugacy class π(−χ) ∈ g∗/G = Lg/LG.
Then it follows from Lemma 4.3 that on the punctured disc D×∞ at ∞ (with coordinate s = t−1)
each element of OpLG(P1)π(−χ) may be uniquely represented by a connection operator of the
form

∂s − p−1 −
�∑

j=1

(
χj s

−2dj −2 + s−2dj −1uj (s)
)
pj , uj (s) =

∑
n�0

uj,ns
n ∈ C�s�

(the sign in front of p−1 may be eliminated by a gauge transformation with ρ̌(−1), which would
result in multiplication of uj (s) by (−1)j , but we prefer not to do this). This oper extends to
P

1 \ 0 if and only if each uj (s) belongs to C[s]. To understand its behavior at 0, we apply the
change of variables s = t−1. After applying the gauge transformation with ρ̌(t−2), we find that
the restriction of this oper to the punctured disc D×

0 at 0 ∈ P1 is equal to

∂t + p−1 + 2ρ̌

t
+

�∑
j=1

(
χj + ũj (t)

)
pj , ũj (t) = t−1uj

(
t−1)

.

Next, we apply the gauge transformation with exp(−p1/t) and obtain

∂t + p−1 +
�∑

j=1

(
χj + ũj (t)

)
pj , ũj (t) = t−1uj

(
t−1)

.

This oper has regular singularity at 0 if and only if

uj (s) =
j∑

n=0

uj,ns
n.

Thus, we find that each element of OpLG(P1)π(−χ) may be represented uniquely by an oper-
ator of the form

∂t + p−1 +
�∑

j=1

(
χj +

dj∑
n=0

uj,nt
−n−1

)
pj . (5.13)

Note that according to Proposition 4.2, its 1-residue at 0 is equal to

p−1 +
�∑

j=1

(
uj,dj

+ 1

4
δj,1

)
pj ∈ Lgcan 
 Lg/LG = g/G. (5.14)

In particular, we obtain that

Fun OpLG

(
P

1)
π(−χ)


 C[uj,nj
]j=1,...,�;nj =0,...,dj

. (5.15)

Theorem 5.8. If χ ∈ g∗ is regular, then the algebra Aχ is isomorphic to the algebra of functions
on OpLG(P1)π(−χ).
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Proof. According to Theorem 5.7(4), we have a surjective homomorphism

Fun OpLG

(
P

1)
π(−χ)

→ Aχ . (5.16)

To show that it is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to prove that the corresponding homomor-
phism of the associated graded algebras is an isomorphism. According to [45] and Theorem 3.14,
gr Aχ = Aχ . But for regular χ the algebra Aχ is a free polynomial algebra with generators
D

ni
χ P i , i = 1, . . . , �; ni = 0, . . . , di + 1, by [34,38] and Theorem 3.11.
On the other hand, it follows from formula (5.15), Lemma 5.5 and the discussion in the proof

of Theorem 3.14 that gr Fun OpLG(P1)π(−χ) is isomorphic to the same free polynomial algebra.
Hence the map (5.16) is an isomorphism. �
5.5. Joint eigenvalues on finite-dimensional modules

Let us first recall the results of [21,22] (see also [17,19]) on the joint eigenvalues of the or-
dinary Gaudin algebra Z (1),1

(zi ),∞(g) ⊂ U(g)⊗N on the tensor products
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
of irreducible

finite-dimensional g-modules Vλi
. Let OpLG(P1)(zi ),∞;(λi ),λ∞ be the set of LG-opers on P

1 with
regular singularities at zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , and ∞, with residues �(−λi − ρ) and �(−λ∞ − ρ),
and with trivial monodromy representation. Then according to [21, Corollary 4.8] (see also
[22, Theorem 2.7(3)] and Theorem 5.7(3) above), we have the following description of the joint
eigenvalues of Z (1),1

(zi ),∞(g) ⊂ U(g)⊗N on
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
.

Theorem 5.9. The set of joint eigenvalues of Z (1),1
(zi ),∞(g) on

⊗N
i=1 Vλi

(without multiplicities) is

a subset of OpLG(P1)(zi ),∞;(λi ),λ∞ .

Further, Conjecture 1 of [22] states that this inclusion is actually a bijection. Now we discuss
analogous results and conjectures for the generalized Gaudin algebras corresponding to irregular
singularity of order 2 at ∞.

We start with the simplest such Gaudin algebra, namely, the algebra Aχ ⊂ U(g). Consider its
action on the irreducible finite-dimensional g-module Vλ, where λ is a dominant integral weight.
Note that from the point of view of the general construction of Section 2.8 this action comes
about through the action of Aχ = A1,1

0,∞(g)0,χ on the space of coinvariants

H(Vλ ⊗ I1,χ ) 
 (Vλ ⊗ Iχ )/g 
 Vλ.

Suppose that χ is regular semi-simple. Then Aχ contains a Cartan subalgebra h of g, which is
the centralizer of χ in g. Therefore the action of Aχ preserves the weight decomposition of Vλ

with respect to the h-action. It is natural to ask what are the joint generalized eigenvalues of Aχ

on these components.
Let

OpLG

(
P

1)λ ⊂ OpLG

(
P

1)

π(−χ) π(−χ)
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be the set of LG-opers on P
1 with regular singularity at the point 0 with the 1-residue �(−λ−ρ),

singularity of order 2 at the point ∞ with the 2-residue π(−χ) and trivial monodromy. Then,
according to Theorem 5.7(3), the action of Aχ on U(g) factors through the homomorphism

Aχ 
 Fun OpLG

(
P

1)
π(−χ)

� Fun OpLG

(
P

1)λ

π(−χ)
.

In other words, we obtain the following description of the joint generalized eigenvalues of the
commutative algebra Aχ (which are the points of OpLG(P1)π(−χ), according to Theorem 5.8)
on its generalized eigenvectors in Vλ.

Theorem 5.10. For regular semi-simple χ ∈ g∗ the set of joint generalized eigenvalues of Aχ on
Vλ (without multiplicities) is a subset of OpLG(P1)λπ(−χ).

Concretely, elements of OpLG(P1)λπ(−χ), whose 1-residue at 0 is equal to �(−λ − ρ) are
represented by the connections of the form (5.13) with the expression (5.14) equal to �(−λ−ρ).
As we explained after Proposition 4.4, the condition that this connection has trivial monodromy
around 0 imposes a set of dimL n algebraic equations on the oper, and OpLG(P1)λπ(−χ) is just the

set of solutions of these equations plus dimL h equations corresponding to the 1-residue condition
at 0. Note that the dimension of OpLG(P1)π(−χ) is equal to dimL b, and so it is reasonable to
expect that OpLG(P1)λπ(−χ) is a finite set.

Conjecture 2. The injective map of Theorem 5.10 is a bijection for any regular semi-simple
element χ ∈ g∗ and dominant integral weight λ.

If the action of the algebra Aχ on Vλ is diagonalizable (which we expect to happen for generic
regular semi-simple χ ), then Proposition 5.10 would give us a labeling of an eigenbasis of Aχ

in Vλ by monodromy-free LG-opers on P
1 with prescribed singularities at 0 and ∞.

Proposition 5.10 has the following multi-point generalization. Consider the algebra

A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ ⊂ U(g)⊗N

(see Section 2.8 and [45]). It may be obtained as the quotient of

Z (1),2
(zi ),∞(g) ⊂ U(g)⊗N ⊗ U(g2)

obtained by applying the character g2 → g
χ−→ C along the last factor.

Let

OpLG

(
P

1)(1),2
(zi );π(−χ)

⊂ OpLG

(
P

1)(1),2
(zi ),∞

be the space of LG-opers on P
1 with regular singularities at the points zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , and with

singularity of order 2 at the point ∞ with the 2-residue π(−χ).

Conjecture 3. For any regular χ ∈ g∗

A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ 
 Fun OpLG

(
P

1)(1),2
(zi );π(−χ)

.
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Now let λ1, . . . , λN be a collection of dominant integral weights of g. Consider the action
of A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on the tensor product
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
. We will now assume that χ is regular semi-

simple.
Let

OpLG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(−χ)
⊂ OpLG

(
P

1)(1),2
(zi );π(−χ)

be the set of LG-opers on P
1 with regular singularities at the points zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , with the 1-

residues �(−λi −ρ) and trivial monodromy around these points, and with singularity of order 2
at the point ∞ with the 2-residue π(−χ). Then Theorem 5.7 implies the following result.

Theorem 5.11. There is an injective map from the set of joint generalized eigenvalues of the com-
mutative algebra A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
(without multiplicities) to OpLG(P1)

(λi )
(zi );π(−χ)

.

We propose the following analogue of Conjecture 2:

Conjecture 4. The injective map of Theorem 5.11 is a bijection.

This should be viewed as an analogue of Conjecture 1 of [22]. The motivation for both con-
jectures comes from the geometric Langlands correspondence (see the discussion in [22] after
Conjecture 1).

6. Bethe Ansatz in Gaudin models with irregular singularities

In this section we develop an analogue of the Bethe Ansatz method for constructing eigenvec-
tors of the Gaudin algebra in the case of irregular singularities. For definiteness, we will consider
here the case of the Gaudin algebras A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ , but our methods may be generalized to
yield eigenvectors in other generalized Gaudin models.

The construction of the Bethe Ansatz for Gaudin models with regular singularities is explained
in detail in [22, Sections 4–5], following [17] (for another approach, see [44]). In this section we
will follow the same approach, using notation and results of [22].

6.1. Wakimoto modules

The construction of eigenvectors of the Hamiltonians of the ordinary Gaudin model developed
in [17,22] utilizes a class of ĝκc -modules called Wakimoto modules. These modules were defined
in [54] for g = sl2 and in [14,15,20] for a general simple Lie algebra g (for a detailed exposition,
see [25]). Here we will follow the notation of [20,22], where we refer the reader for more details.

Wakimoto modules over ĝκc are parameterized by connections on an LH -bundle Ω−ρ on the
punctured disc D× = Spec C((t)). Here Ω−ρ is defined as the push-forward of the C

×-bundle
corresponding to the canonical line bundle Ω on D× under the homomorphism C

× → LH cor-
responding to the integral coweight −ρ of LH (we recall that LH is a Cartan subgroup of the
group LG of adjoint type). A choice of coordinate t on the disc D gives rise to a trivialization
of Ω , and hence of Ω−ρ . A connection on Ω−ρ may then be written as an operator

∇ = ∂t + ν(t), ν(t) ∈ Lh((t)) = h∗((t))
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(see [20, Section 5.5]). If s is another coordinate such that t = ϕ(s), then this connection will be
represented by the operator

∂s + ϕ′(s)ν
(
ϕ(s)

) + ρ · ϕ′′(s)
ϕ′(s)

. (6.1)

Let Conn(Ω−ρ)D× be the space of all connections on the LH -bundle Ω−ρ on D×. Denote
by bi,n, n ∈ Z, the function on Conn(Ω−ρ)D× defined by the formula

∂t + ν(t) �→ Rest=0
〈
α̌i , ν(t)

〉
tn dt.

The algebra Fun Conn(Ω−ρ)D× of functions on Conn(Ω−ρ)D× is a complete topological algebra

Fun Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
D× 
 lim←− C[bi,n]i=1,...,�;n∈Z/IN ,

where IN is the ideal generated by bi,n, i = 1, . . . , �; n � N . A module over this algebra is
called smooth if every vector is annihilated by an ideal IN for large enough N . In particular, each
∇ ∈ Conn(Ω−ρ)D× gives rise to a one-dimensional smooth module over Fun Conn(Ω−ρ)D× ,
which we denote by C∇ . Equivalently, C∇ may be viewed as a module over the commutative
vertex algebra π0 = Fun Conn(Ω−ρ)D (see [20, Section 4.2]).

Next, we define the Weyl algebra Ag with generators aα,n, a∗
α,n, α ∈ �+, n ∈ Z, and relations[

aα,n, a
∗
β,m

] = δα,βδn,−m, [aα,n, aβ,m] = [
a∗
α,n, a

∗
β,m

] = 0. (6.2)

Let Mg be the Fock representation of Ag generated by a vector |0〉 such that

aα,n|0〉 = 0, n � 0; a∗
α,n|0〉 = 0, n > 0.

It carries a vertex algebra structure (see [20]). It follows from the general theory of [26, Chap-
ter 5], that a module over the vertex algebra Mg is the same as a smooth module over the Weyl
algebra Ag, i.e., one such that every vector is annihilated by aα,n, a

∗
α,n for large enough n.

According to [20, Theorem 4.7], we have a homomorphism of vertex algebras

wκc : V0 → Mg ⊗ π0,

which sends the center z( ĝ ) ⊂ V0 to π0. Moreover, the corresponding homomorphism of com-
mutative algebras

Fun OpLG(D) → Fun Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
D

is induced by the Miura transformation

Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
D

→ OpLG(D)

defined in [20, Section 10.3], following [10]. We recall that this map sends a Cartan connection
∇ = ∂t + ν(t) to the LG-oper which is the N �t �-gauge equivalence class of ∇ = ∂t +p−1 + ν(t).
There is a similar map over the punctured disc D× or a smooth curve.
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This result implies that for any smooth Ag-module L and any smooth module R over
Fun Conn(Ω−ρ)D× the tensor product L ⊗ R is a ĝκc -module. In particular, taking R = C∇ ,
we obtain a ĝκc -module L ⊗ C∇ . These are the Wakimoto modules. The following is proved
in [20, Theorem 12.6].

Theorem 6.1. The center Z( ĝ ) = Fun OpLG(D×) acts on L⊗C∇ via the character correspond-
ing to the LG-oper b∗(∇), where

b∗(∇) : Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
D× → OpLG

(
D×)

is the Miura transformation on D×. In particular, the action of Z( ĝ ) is independent of the choice
of the module L.

6.2. Coinvariants of Wakimoto modules

The idea of [17,22] is to construct eigenvectors of Gaudin algebras using spaces of coinvari-
ants of the tensor products of Wakimoto modules. These coinvariants are defined (following the
general definition of [26, Chapter 10]) with respect to the vertex algebra Mg ⊗ π0. By func-
toriality of coinvariants, the above homomorphism wκc of vertex algebras gives rise to linear
maps from the spaces of coinvariants with respect to V0 = V0,κc , which are just the spaces of
g(zi )-coinvariants introduced in Section 2, to the spaces of coinvariants with respect to Mg ⊗ π0.
Because Mg ⊗ π0 is a much simpler vertex algebra, its coinvariants are easy to compute, and
in the cases we consider below they turn out to be one-dimensional. Therefore we obtain linear
functionals on the spaces of g(zi )-coinvariants that are of interest to us. It then follows from the
construction that these linear functionals are eigenvectors of the corresponding Gaudin algebra.

Let us choose a set of distinct points x1, . . . , xp on C ⊂ P
1. We attach to each of these

points, and to the point ∞, an Mg-module and a π0-module. As the Mg-modules attached to xi ,
i = 1, . . . , p, we choose Mg itself, and to ∞ we attach another module M ′

g generated by a vec-
tor |0〉′ such that

aα,n|0〉′ = 0, n > 0; a∗
α,n|0〉′ = 0, n � 0.

As the π0-modules attached to xi , i = 1, . . . , p, we take the one-dimensional modules C∇i
=

Cνi (z), where

∇i = ∂z + νi(z), νi(z) ∈ h∗((z)) = Lh((z)),

and as the π0-module attached to the point ∞ we take C∇∞ = Cν∞(z), where ∇∞ = ∂z + ν∞(z).
The corresponding space of coinvariants for Mg ⊗ π0 is the tensor product of the spaces

HMg

(
P

1; (xi),∞; (Mg),M ′
g

)
and Hπ0

(
P

1, (xi),∞; (Cνi (z)),Cν∞(z)
)

of coinvariants for the Mg-modules and the π0-modules, respectively (see [22] for their defini-
tion). The following result is proved in [22, Proposition 4.9] (see also [17, Proposition 4]).
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Proposition 6.2.

(1) The space HMg
(P1; (xi),∞; (Mg),M ′

g) is one-dimensional and the projection of the vector

|0〉⊗N ⊗ |0〉′ on it is non-zero.
(2) The space Hπ0(P

1, (xi),∞; (Cνi (z)),Cν∞(z)) is one-dimensional if and only if there exists
a connection ∇ on the LH -bundle Ω−ρ on P

1 \ {x1, . . . , xp,∞} whose restriction to the
punctured disc at each xi is equal to ∂t + νi(t − xi), and whose restriction to the punctured
disc at ∞ is equal to ∂t−1 + ν∞(t−1).

Otherwise, Hπ0(P
1, (xi),∞; (Cνi (z)),Cν∞(z)) = 0.

Formula (6.1) shows that if we have a connection on Ω−ρ over P
1 whose restriction to P

1 \∞
is represented by the operator ∂t + ν(t), then its restriction to the punctured disc D×∞ at ∞ reads,
with respect to the coordinate s = t−1

∂s − s−2ν
(
s−1) − 2ρs−1.

In [17,22] we chose νi(z) to be of the form

νi(z) = νi

z
+

∑
n�0

νi,nz
n,

and ν∞(z) to be of the form

ν∞(z) = ν∞
z

+
∑
n�0

ν∞,nz
n.

In other words, we consider connections on Ω−ρ with regular singularities. The condition of the
proposition is then equivalent to saying that the restriction of ∇ to P

1 \ ∞ is represented by the
operator ∂t + ν(t), where

ν(t) =
p∑

i=1

νi

t − xi

,

and ∂t + νi(t − xi) is the expansion of ν(t) at xi , i = 1, . . . , p, while ν∞(t−1) is the expansion
of −t2ν(t) − 2ρt in powers of t−1.

Now we will choose νi(z) to be the same as above, but we will choose ν∞(z) to be of the
form

ν∞(z) = χ

z2
+

∑
n�−1

ν∞,nz
n,

where χ ∈ h∗. Then the condition of the proposition means that the restriction of ∇ to P1 \ ∞ is
represented by the operator

∂t − χ +
p∑

i=1

νi

t − xi

.

This connection has irregular singularity at ∞. Note also that we have ν∞,−1 = −2ρ − ∑p
νi .
i=1
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Using the homomorphism wκc , we obtain ĝκc -module structures on Mg ⊗ Cνi (z) and on
M ′

g ⊗ Cν∞(z). As explained in [22, Section 4.2], functoriality of coinvariants implies that there is
a natural map from the space of g(xi )-coinvariants

H
(
Mg ⊗ Cν1(z), . . . ,Mg ⊗ Cνp(z),M

′
g ⊗ Cν∞(z)

)
,

defined in Section 2.2, to the corresponding space of coinvariants with respect to Mg ⊗π0, which
is

HMg

(
P

1; (xi),∞; (Mg),M ′
g

) ⊗ Hπ0

(
P

1, (xi),∞; (Cνi (z)),Cν∞(z)
)
.

Now, if νi(z) and ν∞(z) are as above, the latter space is one-dimensional, by Proposition 6.2.
Hence we obtain a non-zero linear functional

τ(xi ) : H (
Mg ⊗ Cν1(z), . . . ,Mg ⊗ Cνp(z),M

′
g ⊗ Cν∞(z)

) → C, (6.3)

which we normalize so that its value on |0〉⊗N ⊗ |0〉′ is equal to 1.

6.3. Construction of the Bethe vectors

We are now ready to construct eigenvectors of the Gaudin algebra A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ . The idea

is to use the space of coinvariants of the tensor product of specially selected Wakimoto modules.
We attach them to the points zi , i = 1, . . . , �, and ∞, and also to additional points w1, . . . ,wm.
The modules attached to the points zi , i = 1, . . . , � will be of the form Mg ⊗ Cλi(z), where
the connection ∂z + λi(z) has regular singularity. For such modules we have a homomorphism
M

∗
λi

→ Mg ⊗ Cλi(z), where λi is the most singular coefficient of λi(z). The module attached
to ∞ will be of the form M ′

g ⊗ Cλ∞(z), where the connection ∂z + λ∞(z) has singularity of
order 2. We then have a homomorphism I1,χ → M ′

g ⊗ Cλ∞(z), where χ is the most singular
coefficient of λ∞(z). Finally, the module attached to wj will be of the form Mg ⊗ Cμj (z), where
μj (z) = −αij /z + · · · . Considered as a ĝκc -module, this module contains a vector annihilated
by g�t �, provided that a certain system of equations, called Bethe Ansatz equations, is satisfied. If
it is satisfied, then we can use these g�t �-invariant vectors to construct eigenvectors of the Gaudin
algebra A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ in
⊗N

i=1 Mλi
.

Now we explain this in more detail. Let us look more closely at the Wakimoto modules Mg ⊗
Cνi (z) and M ′

g ⊗ Cν∞(z). Let M∗
λ be the g-module contragredient to the Verma module Mλ, and

M
∗
λ the corresponding induced ĝκc -module. As shown in [22, Section 4.4], we have a non-trivial

homomorphism of ĝκc -modules

M
∗
λ → Mg ⊗ Cν(z), if ν(z) = ν

z
+

∑
n�0

νnz
n.

Now suppose that ν = −αi , i = 1, . . . , �. Consider the vector

eR
i,−1|0〉 ∈ Mg ⊗ Cν(z), ν(z) = −αi

z
+

∑
n�0

νnz
n (6.4)

(see [22, formula (4.7)] for the definition of eR ).
i,−1
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According to [17, Lemma 2] (see also [22, Lemma 4.5]), we have

Lemma 6.3. The vector (6.4) is annihilated by g�t � if and only if we have

〈α̌i , ν0〉 = 0. (6.5)

Finally, consider the ĝκc -module M ′
g ⊗ Cν(z), where

ν(z) = χ

z2
+

∑
n�−1

νnz
n, χ ∈ h∗. (6.6)

Using the explicit formulas for the homomorphism wκc (see [22, Theorem 4.1]), we obtain that
the vector |0〉′ ∈ M ′

g ⊗ Cν(z) satisfies

t2g�t � · |0〉′ = 0, (A ⊗ t) · |0〉′ = χ(A)|0〉′, A ∈ g,

where we extend χ ∈ h∗ to a linear functional on g∗ via the projection g → h obtained using
the Cartan decomposition of g (abusing notation, we will denote this extension by the same
symbol χ ).

This implies the following:

Lemma 6.4. For any χ ∈ h∗ there is a homomorphism of ĝκc -modules

I1,χ → M ′
g ⊗ Cν(z),

where ν(z) is given by formula (6.6), sending the generating vector of I1,χ to |0〉′ ∈ M ′
g ⊗ Cν(z).

Now let us fix an N -tuple of distinct points z1, . . . , zN of C = P
1 \ {∞}, an element χ ∈ h∗,

a set of weights λi ∈ h∗, i = 1, . . . ,N , and a set of simple roots αij , j = 1, . . . ,m, of g. Consider
a connection ∇ on Ω−ρ on P

1 whose restriction to P
1 \ ∞ is equal to ∂t + λ(t), where

λ(t) = −χ +
N∑

i=1

λi

t − zi

−
m∑

j=1

αij

t − wj

, (6.7)

where w1, . . . ,wm is an m-tuple of distinct points of P
1 \ {∞} such that wj = zi . Denote by

λi(t −zi) the expansions of λ(t) at the points zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , and by μj (t −wj) the expansions
of λ(t) at the points wj , j = 1, . . . ,m. We have:

λi(z) = λi

z
+ · · · , μj (z) = −αij

z
+ μj,0 + · · · ,

where

μj,0 = −χ +
N∑ λi

wj − zi

−
∑ αis

wj − ws

. (6.8)

i=1 s =j
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Finally, the expansion of this connection near ∞ reads ∂s + λ∞(s), where s = t−1. Then
λ∞(s) = s−2λ(s−1) − 2ρs−1. Therefore we have

λ∞(z) = χ

z2
−

∑N
i=1 λi − ∑m

j=1 αij + 2ρ

z
+ · · · . (6.9)

In the previous subsection we constructed a non-zero linear functional τ(zi ),(wj ) on the corre-
sponding space of g(zi ),(wj )-coinvariants

τ(zi ),(wj ) : H (
(Mg ⊗ Cλi(z)), (Mg ⊗ Cμj (z)),M

′
g ⊗ Cλ∞(z)

) → C. (6.10)

(In particular, this implies that this space of coinvariants is itself non-zero.)
Next, we use Lemma 6.3, according to which the vectors eR

ij ,−1|0〉 ∈ Mg ⊗ Cμj (z) are g�t �-

invariant if and only if the equations 〈α̌ij ,μj,0〉 = 0 are satisfied, where μj,0 is the constant
coefficient in the expansion of λ(t) at wj given by formula (6.8). This yields the following
system of equations:

N∑
i=1

〈α̌ij , λi〉
wj − zi

−
∑
s =j

〈α̌ij , αis 〉
wj − ws

= 〈α̌ij , χ〉, j = 1, . . . ,m. (6.11)

These are the Bethe Ansatz equations of our Gaudin model.
This is a system of equations on the complex numbers wj , j = 1, . . . ,m, to each of which we

attach a simple root αij . We have an obvious action of a product of symmetric groups permuting
the points wj corresponding to simple roots of the same kind. In what follows, by a solution of
the Bethe Ansatz equations we will understand a solution defined up to these permutations. We
will adjoin to the set of all solutions associated to all possible collections {αij } of simple roots
of g, the unique “empty” solution, corresponding to the empty set of simple roots (when this
system of equations is empty).

Suppose that Eqs. (6.11) are satisfied. Then we obtain a homomorphism of ĝκc -modules

N⊗
i=1

M
∗
λi

⊗ V
⊗m
0 ⊗ I1,χ →

N⊗
i=1

Mg ⊗ Cλi(z) ⊗
m⊗

j=1

Mg ⊗ Cμj (z) ⊗ (
M ′

g ⊗ Cλ∞(z)

)
,

which sends the vacuum vector v0 in the j th copy of V0 to eR
ij ,−1|0〉 ∈ Mg ⊗ Cμj (z). Hence we

obtain the corresponding map of the spaces of g(zi ),(wj )-coinvariants

H
((

M
∗
λi

)
, (V0), I1,χ

) → H
(
(Mg ⊗ Cλi(z)), (Mg ⊗ Cμj (z)),M

′
g ⊗ Cλ∞(z)

)
.

But the insertion of V0 does not change the space of coinvariants, according to Proposition 2.3.
Hence the first space of coinvariants is isomorphic to the space of g(zi )-coinvariants

H
((

M
∗
λi

)
, I1,χ

) 

(

N⊗
M∗

λi
⊗ Iχ

)/
g 


N⊗
M∗

λi
.

i=1 i=1
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Composing the corresponding map

N⊗
i=1

M∗
λi

→ H
(
(Mg ⊗ Cλi(z)), (Mg ⊗ Cμj (z)),M

′
g ⊗ Cλ∞(z)

)
with the linear functional τ(zi ),(wj ) (see (6.10)), we obtain a linear functional

ψ
(
w

i1
1 , . . . ,wim

m

) :
N⊗

i=1

M∗
λi

→ C. (6.12)

The functional ψ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) coincides with the functional denoted in the same way

in [22, Section 4.4]. Indeed, it is obtained by computing the same coinvariants as in the setting
of [22] and here. What is different here is that the numbers wj ’s are solutions of the Bethe Ansatz
equations (6.11), whereas in [22] they are the solutions of another set of equations, namely
Eqs. (4.18) of [22], which correspond to the special case χ = 0 (note that in this case I1,χ = U1,
which is the module that was attached to the point ∞ in [22]).

According to formula (4.22) of [22] (based on the computations performed in [1] and in
[17, Lemma 3]), ψ(w

i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) corresponds to the vector

φ
(
w

i1
1 , . . . ,wim

m

) ∈
N⊗

k=1

Mλk

given by the formula

φ
(
w

i1
1 , . . . ,wim

m

) =
∑

p=(I 1,...,IN )

N⊗
k=1

∏
s∈I k

fis

(w
is
s − w

is+1
s+1)

· vλk
(6.13)

(up to a scalar). Here fi denotes a generator of the Lie algebra n− ⊂ g corresponding to the ith
simple root, and vλk

is a highest weight vector in Mλk
. The summation is taken over all ordered

partitions I 1 ∪ I 2 ∪ · · · ∪ IN of the set {1, . . . ,m}, where I k = {jk
1 , j k

2 , . . . , j k
aj

}, and the product

is taken from left to right, with the convention that the w with the lower index jk
aj

+ 1 is zk . Note

that we differentiate between partitions obtained by permuting elements within each subset I k .
Thus, ψ(w

i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) is the linear functional on

⊗N
i=1 M∗

λi
equal to the pairing with

φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ).

In particular, we find that φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) has weight

N∑
i=1

λi −
m∑

j=1

αij . (6.14)

We call φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) the Bethe vector corresponding to a solution of the Bethe Ansatz

equations (6.11).
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Theorem 6.5. If the Bethe Ansatz equations (6.11) are satisfied, then the vector φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m )

given by formula (6.13) is either equal to zero or is an eigenvector of the Gaudin algebra
A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ in
⊗N

i=1 Mλi
.

Proof. Proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 4.11 of [22] (which is based on [17, Theo-
rem 3]). Let us look at the linear functional ψ(w

i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) as a map of coinvariants

N⊗
i=1

M∗
λi


 H
((

M
∗
λi

)
, I1,χ

) → H
(
(Mg ⊗ Cλi(z)), (Mg ⊗ Cμj (z)),M

′
g ⊗ Cλ∞(z)

) 
 C.

By functoriality of coinvariants, this map intertwines the natural actions of

z( ĝ )u = Fun OpLG(Du)

on the left- and right-hand sides. By Theorem 5.7, on the left hand side this action corre-
sponds to the action of the Gaudin algebra A(1),1

(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on
⊗N

i=1 M∗
λi

. On the other hand,
by Theorem 6.1, the action of Fun OpLG(Du) on the right-hand side factors through the Miura
transformation

Fun OpLG(Du) → Fun Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
Du

.

This means that ψ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) (and hence φ(w

i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m )) is an eigenvector of z( ĝ )u =

Fun OpLG(Du) whose eigenvalue is the LG-oper on P
1 whose restriction to Du is the Miura

transformation of the connection ∂t + λ(t) restricted to Du. �
In particular, φ(w

i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) is an eigenvector of the operators Ξi,χ , i = 1, . . . ,N , given

by formula (2.20) and of the DMT Hamiltonians Tγ (χ) (acting via the diagonal action of g on⊗N
i=1 Mλi

). The Bethe Ansatz procedure for these quadratic Hamiltonians was considered, from
a different perspective, in [39], for g = sln. The results of [39] are in agreement with Theorem 6.5.
We also note that in the case when g = sl2 the diagonalization problem for the operators Ξi,χ ,
i = 1, . . . ,N , was studied in [47].

6.4. Eigenvalues on Bethe vectors

Next, we compute the joint eigenvalues of the algebra A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on the Bethe vector

φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ).

It follows from Theorem 5.7 that the action of A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on the space of coinvariants

H((M∗
λi

), I1,χ ) factors through the algebra

Fun OpRS
LG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(−χ)
,

where OpRS
LG

(P1)
(λi )
(zi );π(−χ)

is the space of LG-opers on P
1 with regular singularities at the

points zi , i = 1, . . . ,N , with the 1-residues �(−λi − ρ), and with singularity of order 2 at
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the point ∞ with the 2-residue π(−χ). Therefore the joint eigenvalues of A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on

φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) are recorded by a point in OpRS

LG
(P1)

(λi )
(zi );π(−χ)

.
To describe this point, we let

Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
P1\{(zi ),(wj ),∞}

denote the space of connections on Ω−ρ over P
1 \ {(zi), (wj ),∞}. Then we have a Miura trans-

formation

μ(zi),(wj ),∞ : Conn
(
Ω−ρ

)
P1\{(zi ),(wj ),∞} → OpLG

(
P

1∖{
(zi), (wj ),∞

})
.

Lemma 6.6. Let ∇ = ∂t +λ(t), where λ(t) is given by formula (6.7), and the numbers wj satisfy
the Bethe Ansatz equations (6.11). Then

μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇) ∈ OpRS
LG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(−χ)
⊂ OpLG

(
P

1∖{
(zi), (wj ),∞

})
.

Proof. We need to show that the restriction of μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇) to D×
wj

, j = 1, . . . ,m, belongs to

the subspace OpLG(Dwj
) of regular opers, and the restriction of μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇) to D×∞ belongs

to Op�2(D∞)π(−χ).
To see the former, we recall that the restriction of the connection ∇ to D×

wj
has the form

∂t − αij

t − wj

+ μj,0 + · · · ,

where μj,0 is given by formula (6.8). The Bethe Ansatz equations (6.11) are equivalent to the
equations 〈α̌ij ,μj,0〉 = 0. According to [22, Lemma 3.5], this implies that the Miura transforma-
tion of this connection is regular at wj .

To prove the latter, we recall that the restriction of ∇ to D×∞ has the form (6.9):

∂s + χ

s2
+ · · · , s = t−1.

The Miura transformation of this connection is the LG-oper which is the N((s))-gauge equiva-
lence class of the operator

∇ = ∂s + p−1 + χ

s2
+ · · · .

Applying the gauge transformation with ρ̌(s)2, we obtain the connection

∂s + 1

s2
(p−1 + χ) − 2ρ̌

s
+ · · · .

This oper has singularity of order 2, and its 2-residue is equal to π(−p−1 − χ) = π(−χ), since
χ ∈ h∗ ⊂ g∗. �

Now we are ready to describe the joint eigenvalues of A(1),1
(g)(0),χ on the Bethe vectors.
(zi ),∞
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Theorem 6.7. The joint eigenvalues of A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on

φ
(
w

i1
1 , . . . ,wim

m

) ∈
N⊗

i=1

Mλi
,

where w1, . . . ,wm satisfy the Bethe Ansatz equations (6.11), are given by the LG-oper

μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇) ∈ OpRS
LG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(−χ)
,

where ∇ = ∂t + λ(t) with λ(t) given by formula (6.7).

Proof. According to the proof of Theorem 6.5, φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) is an eigenvector of z( ĝ )u =

Fun OpLG(Du) and its eigenvalue is the LG-oper on P
1 whose restriction to Du is the Miura

transformation of ∇|Du . But then this oper is nothing but μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇). �
6.5. Bethe Ansatz for finite-dimensional modules

Now we specialize to the case when all g-modules Mi are irreducible and finite-dimensional.
Thus, Mi = Vλi

for some dominant integral highest weight λi . In this case the oper
μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇) automatically has no monodromy around the points z1, . . . , zN . Indeed, its re-
striction to D×

zi
is the LG-oper which is the gauge equivalence class of

∂t + p−1 − λi

t − zi

+ u(t), u(t) ∈ h∗�t − zi �.

Applying the gauge transformation with λ(t − zi)
−1, we obtain the operator

∂t +
�∑

j=1

t 〈λi ,α̌j 〉fj + u(t), u(t) ∈ h∗�t − zi �,

which is regular at t = zi . Hence this LG-oper has trivial monodromy around zi for each i =
1, . . . ,N .

Now consider the Bethe vector φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) ∈ ⊗N

i=1 Mλi
. Let φ(w

i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ) be its pro-

jection onto
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
. Then we find from Theorem 6.7 that the eigenvalues of the Gaudin

algebra on it are given by the LG-oper

μ(zi),(wj ),∞(∇) ∈ OpLG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(−χ)
⊂ OpRS

LG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(−χ)
,

where OpLG(P1)
(λi )
(zi );π(−χ)

stands for the monodromy-free locus in OpRS
LG

(P1)
(λi )
(zi );π(−χ)

.
This is compatible with the statement of Theorem 5.11 which states that the eigenvalue on

any eigenvector in
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
belongs to this monodromy-free locus.

An interesting problem is the completeness of the Bethe Ansatz: is it true that the Bethe eigen-
vectors gives us a basis of

⊗N
i=1 Vλi

for generic z1, . . . , zN and χ? If this is so, this would mean
that there is a basis of

⊗N
Vλ labeled by solutions of the Bethe Ansatz equations (6.11).
i=1 i
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In the case of the ordinary Gaudin model (corresponding to χ = 0) this problem has been
investigated in great detail. The completeness of the Bethe Ansatz has been proved in some
special cases in [40,48,49]. However, examples constructed in [41] show that Bethe Ansatz may
be incomplete for some fixed highest weights λi and all possible values of zi ’s.

Completeness of the Bethe Ansatz in the ordinary Gaudin model is discussed in detail
[22, Section 5]. According to Theorem 2.7(3) [22], which is recalled in Theorem 5.9, the joint
eigenvalues of the Gaudin algebra are realized as a subset of the set

OpLG

(
P

1)
(zi ),∞;(λi ),λ∞ = OpLG

(
P

1)(λi )

(zi );π(0)

of monodromy-free opers with χ = 0, so that they have regular singularity at ∞. It was conjec-
tured in [22] that this inclusion is actually a bijection. We can try to prove this by associating to
an oper in OpLG(P1)

(λi )
(zi );π(0)

an eigenvector of the Gaudin algebra in
⊗N

i=1 Vλi
. This can be done

by using the Miura opers, as explained in [22]. The problem is caused by the degenerate opers
in OpLG(P1)

(λi )
(zi );π(0)

, in the terminology of [21,22].

Each non-degenerate oper gives rise to a Bethe vector of the form φ(w
i1
1 , . . . ,w

im
m ). If all op-

ers in OpLG(P1)
(λi )
(zi );π(0)

are non-degenerate and the corresponding Bethe vectors are non-zero,
then the Bethe Ansatz is complete (see [21, Proposition 4.10] and [22, Proposition 5.5]). How-
ever, a degenerate oper does not give rise to a Bethe vector. Thus, we may have a bijection
between OpLG(P1)

(λi )
(zi );π(0)

and the set of joint eigenvalues of the Gaudin algebra on
⊗N

i=1 Vλi

(as conjectured in [22]), but the Bethe Ansatz may still be incomplete because of the presence of
degenerate opers, to which we cannot attach Bethe vectors (we believe that this is the reason be-
hind the counterexample of [41]). However, as explained in [22, Section 5.5], the construction of
the Bethe vectors presented above may be generalized so as to enable us to attach eigenvectors (of
a slightly different form) even to degenerate opers. This gives us a way to construct an eigenbasis
of the Gaudin algebra in

⊗N
i=1 Vλi

even if there are degenerate opers in OpLG(P1)
(λi )
(zi );π(0)

.10

The approach of [22] may be generalized to the case of the Gaudin model with regular
semi-simple χ . However, the notion of Miura oper becomes more subtle here because the oper
connection has irregular singularity at ∞. We hope to discuss this question in more detail else-
where.

6.6. The case of Aχ

Now we specialize the above results to the case of the Gaudin algebra Aχ = A1,1
0,∞(g)0,χ ,

corresponding to N = 1 with z1 = 0 and λ1 = λ. We fix a regular semi-simple χ ∈ g∗.
In this case the Bethe vectors in the Verma module Mλ have the form

φ
(
w

i1
1 , . . . ,wim

m

) =
∑
σ∈Sm

fiσ(1)
fiσ(2)

. . . fiσ(m)

(wσ(1) − wσ(2))(wσ(2) − wσ(3)) . . . (wσ(m−1) − wσ(m))wσ(m)

vλ,

(6.15)

10 We note that for g = sln and generic χ it follows from [45] that the action of A(1),1
(zi ),∞(g)(0),χ on

⊗N
i=1 Vλi

is

diagonalizable and has simple spectrum.
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where the sum is over all permutations on m letters. This vector has the weight

λ −
m∑

j=1

αij .

The corresponding Bethe Ansatz equations (6.11) have the form

〈α̌ij , λ〉
wj

−
∑
s =j

〈α̌ij , αis 〉
wj − ws

= 〈α̌ij , χ〉, j = 1, . . . ,m. (6.16)

If the Bethe Ansatz for an irreducible g-module Vλ is complete for a particular χ ∈ g∗, then
the Bethe vectors (6.15) give us a basis of Vλ labeled by the solutions of Eqs. (6.16). We remark
that in the case of g = sln it was shown in [45] that Aχ is closely related to the Gelfand–Zetlin
algebra. This suggests that for a general simple Lie algebra g the Gaudin algebra Aχ may give
us a new powerful tool for analyzing finite-dimensional representations.
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